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Introduction

Why is Collaborative Research Important?
This is a narrative of collaboratively generated insights for the diverse communities where we undertook
research. Therefore, the audience for this collection are these communities and those who seek to work
with them. It shows the human-ecological relationships that underpin their food and livelihood systems.
As a result of several decades of applied and participatory research, we have learned from many Indigenous
and rural societies at high altitudes and latitudes that their food and livelihood systems are fundamentally
dependent on their habitat. The relationships that arise from this connection to their respective environments
inform their sense of self, cultural system, social structure, and even notions of the sacred. The ecosystem
is the basis of these complex, sophisticated, and mutually beneficial interactions. Unlike the thinking
that has informed the European Enlightenment and Industrial Culture, these societies do not perceive
their existence outside their habitat. They live within the planet not just on it. Their sacred stories describe
how they are living through the environment not from it. Although characterized by outsiders as remote
locations, they see their habitat as a homeland in which to engage in the process of living. Indigenous and
rural societies thrive in their habitats because of their connections with other living beings, human or
otherwise. This dynamic and complex web of relations informs their identity and livelihoods and brings
unity between their informational and physical environment. As such, there is no separation between mind
and body because both exist because of and within an ecological space. Their homeland is not a frontier to
be conquered and whose riches are to be extracted. This complex connectivity stands in stark contrast to
the utilitarian or instrumental approach of industrial civilization, which views the land and waters teeming
with life as objects for exploitation. Sadly, this dominant point of view has brought us to where we are
today. The devastating impacts of anthropogenic climate change imperil the whole of humanity, including
Indigenous and rural societies that have contributed least to its causes.
Over several years, as we have undertaken applied research in collaboration with Indigenous
and rural societies, it has become clear that while their ecological professions may differ (such as
hunters, fishers, farmers, herders, orchardists, and even tourism operators), the impacts of climate
change bear similarly devastating effects on their overall food and livelihood systems. Whether it is late
formation of sea-ice affecting hunting of marine mammals in the Arctic or unusual climatic variation
impacting farming and herding communities of the Pamir Mountains, food security and livelihoods
are increasingly being threatened.
The effects of anthropogenic climate change are causing debilitating anxieties because of the inability
to anticipate so that communities can adapt. This anticipatory capacity to envision the next season or year
and pragmatically consider future possibilities is essential for maintaining effective and sustainable food
and livelihood systems. Furthermore, this instability will have immediate impacts on urban and sub-urban
communities in the long-term owing to their dependency on the fruits of the lands and seas to sustain large
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Figure 1.1: Research Context in Central Asia and North America

populations. Yet Indigenous and rural societies, which have faced the harmful impacts of colonization
and now suffer the vagaries of global market and command economies, do not view themselves as mere
victims. They recognize their own power and understand that while weakened by industrial domination
of communist, socialist, or capitalist systems, their ecological knowledge and stewardship practices have
enabled their survival for centuries if not millennia.
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Rhythms of the Land Displayed Through Ecological Calendars
It is here that this work begins. It is grounded in the ecology and culture of the peoples with whom we
are working. Historically, Indigenous and rural societies have developed and utilized ecological calendars
to anticipate and then adapt to the changing rhythms of the seasons. Ecological calendars are knowledge
systems to measure and give meaning to time based on close observations of one’s habitat. They reveal
seasonal indicators that integrate ecological phenomena (such as the first snowfall, the last frost, the
flowering of a tree species, the sound of ice breaking, the appearance of an insect, or the arrival of a
migratory bird) with cultural systems. Understanding these relationships has enabled Indigenous and
rural societies to anticipate weather and other seasonal processes and thereby, adapt and coordinate their
livelihood activities appropriately. These communities use ecological indicators to guide their actions to
inform not only their food systems but also cultural events because these activities are fundamentally
integrated into and are mutually reinforced through their daily lives.
We present our findings from five diverse geographical regions, ecological contexts, and cultural milieus
(Figure 1.1) of Indigenous and rural societies in the Pamir Mountains of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, as well
as the Standing Rock Sioux Nation and Oneida Lake Watershed in the United States of America.
The communities that participated in this project have long-standing collaborative relations with
researchers, which allowed for the mutual development of trust and understanding. This also enabled
honesty during challenging moments. Given the geopolitical history where each of these communities is
located, collective trust was fundamental to any research undertaken by us and key to addressing their
priorities and concerns. In addition, these communities are at the forefront of anthropogenic climate
change thus creating a sense of urgency for very practical and ethical reasons.

Our Collaborative Research Approach
The research problem guides the process of how we undertake research. In this case, we are seeking to build
anticipatory and adaptive capacity to the effects of anthropogenic climate change at the level of specific
communities. Therefore, an effective strategy must involve those affected by engaging their particular cultural
and ecological systems and collaborating with their social institutions. In other words, the question of how to
build anticipatory capacity and develop adaptive strategies drives the methodological approach. An adaptation
strategy for any kind of change must be grounded within the local ecological and cultural contexts if it is to
be effective in the long-term. An outside fix is neither relevant nor sustainable, and therefore, not appropriate.
Such an approach confounds single disciplinary expertise and demands collaboration among
individuals with diverse expertise including the social, physical, and ecological sciences as well as the
humanities. Collaboration is foundational because locally-grounded insights are achieved through
participation of relevant professions such farming, fishing, gathering, herding, hunting, tending to
orchards and so on.
To achieve this, we undertook a participatory research process that facilitated the cogeneration
of insights. The first step was partnership formation through the use of local workshops (Figure 1.2).
Except for the Oneida Lake Watershed, which encompasses rural Euro-American settler communities,
we approached both the secular leadership (such as a tribal leader or village organization president) and
spiritual leaders (such as Elders or Khalifas) to establish a partnership. Once there was an agreement to
work together, we invited various participants who represented the different and wide-ranging knowledge
found across the community based on advice of the leaders. However, partnerships with communities
are not formed in a vacuum. Collaborative activities through workshops grounded in the reality of the
community, anchor and cultivate this relationship. As a part of a community gathering involving a meal,
our first collaborative research action was to develop a seasonal round. It forged our partnership.
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Figure 1.2: Steps in the Iterative Research Process

Seasonal rounds are verbal articulations and visual representations of a community’s sociocultural
relations with their habitat. They express knowledge from engagement with spatial and temporal
aspects of ecological cycles through the seasons. The spatial dimension speaks to the occupancy of
landscapes used by the community. Movement across their habitat such as moving herds to summer
pastures, ploughing farmland in the spring, or undertaking ice-fishing in the winter, convey the spatial
dimension of the seasonal round. The temporal dimension is expressed through seasonal indicators
that inform the timing of these activities, including herding, farming, or fishing. Articulation of a
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seasonal round begins with broad questions such as ‘How do you know that winter has ended and the
next season has begun?’, ‘How many seasons are there?’, and ‘What are the names of those seasons?’
As the discussion flows and deepens, the researcher serving as a facilitator gears their questions toward
the specific ecological professions in the community, taking into account their distinct sociocultural
and ecological contexts.
The process of articulation and physical representation of a seasonal round creates a common vocabulary
and understanding among those participating in the research process. It builds mutual respect for different
ways of knowing between those who are engaging in the inquiry and those who are engaging in the practice;
namely, the researchers and the communities. In addition, it identifies specific avenues for further research
and identifies topics to be explored through semi-structured interviews.
Finally, as seasonal variation is a reality upon which food and livelihood systems depend, this
participatory process generates initial insights into: (1) a specific community’s relationships with their
habitat; (2) the divergent impacts of climate change upon them; and (3) locally appropriate adaptation
strategies to respond to the emergent climate crisis.
After the seasonal rounds were developed, the research team lived within the communities to undertake
semi-structured interviews and observe livelihood activities. This research on human ecological relations
was undertaken through individual or group interviews as well as observation of livelihood activities in
agricultural fields, pastures lands, fishing sites, and homes of community members.
Having compiled and analyzed the information gathered during workshops, interviews, and
field observations the research team returned to each community to undertake validation of human
ecological research findings at a second community workshop (Figure 1.2). Again, the secular and
spiritual leadership were involved in gathering individuals to share a meal while discussing and
developing a much more detailed and precise seasonal round. The researchers would ask general and
specific questions to ensure an accurate understanding of the seasonal livelihood processes, examine
the accuracy of the analysis, engender further discussion, add new insights, and as necessary, identify
further research.
This iterative process tests the credibility
Derive
of the cogenerated knowledge. It also sets
Ecological
the stage for identifying specific seasonal
Indicators
indicators for use in ecological calendars to
Seasonal
anticipate climatic variation. Once this process
Round
was completed, the research team would
analyze the information gathered for insights
and indicators to be used to develop ecological
calendars (Figure 1.3).
Validate
Develop
A final series of validation workshops to review
each ecological calendar was planned as part of the
iterative research process (Figure 1.2). However,
Ecological
due to the COVID-19 global pandemic these
Calendar
workshops were delayed. Nonetheless, under strict
public health guidelines, a validation workshop
was carried in July 2021 with community members
in the Oneida Lake Watershed. Again, a meal was Figure 1.3: Collaborative Process of Developing
served while the draft ecological calendar was Indicators for Ecological Calendars
reviewed in detail and modifications made based
on in-depth discussion.
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This report is an organic outcome of the interaction between the research team and respective
communities. Therefore, we have built-in flexibility – the electronic version of this report can be updated
and changed after validation of the ecological calendars by the remaining communities and new insights
may be added. Therefore, the long-term impacts of COVID-19 on our research process are mitigated by
the strength of our collaborative relationship and the use of technology.

Diversity of Ecological Calendars
In the next sections, collaborative insights and ecological calendars are provided for the villages of
Roshorv and Savnob in the Bartang Valley of Tajikistan; the village of Sary Mogul in the Alai Valley of
Kyrgyzstan; the Oneida Lake Watershed in upstate New York, USA; and the communities of Bullhead,
Cannon Ball, Fort Yates, Kenel, Little Eagle, Porcupine, and Wakpala in the Standing Rock Sioux
Nation in North and South Dakota, USA.
The notion of an ecological calendar is universal and simultaneously particular. These calendars
are diverse for obvious reasons. The first is tragic, reflecting the historical injustice of colonialism, war,
and cultural genocide facilitated by dominant communist and capitalist colonial ventures that these
various Indigenous and rural communities have experienced. In fact, anthropogenic climate change is,
arguably, a result of instrumental industrialism across the entire planet and its peoples. In the Pamir
Mountains as well as in the Standing Rock Sioux Nation, the impacts of the colonial legacy have been
felt on the application, transmission, and utilization of Indigenous knowledge.
The second is that these calendars reflect the diversity of ecological professions, cultural systems,
and ecological contexts. As described above, communities who see their habitat as a homeland in which
to engage in the process of living share the notion of ecological calendars. However, the power and
efficacy of these calendars are derived from their context-specificity because they facilitate anticipatory
and adaptive capacity in a distinct sociocultural and ecological setting.
Even with its concomitant elements of historical colonial and environmental injustice, this diversity
bears witness to Indigenous and local knowledge, and the agency of these respective communities
in the third millennium to continue to demonstrate the relevance of their ontology or way of living.
While reflecting the unique knowledge and strength of each community, this collection also puts into
conversation the diversity of challenges these communities face. For instance, in the ethnic Bartangi
villages of Roshorv and Savnob in the Pamir mountains of Tajikistan, where we first learned about the
use of ecological calendars, the community engages in subsistence tilling of the land and orcharding
at high altitudes and have some animals that they take to pastures. In contrast, the ethnic Kyrgyz
village of Sary Mogul in the Pamir Mountains of Kyrgyzstan is primarily a herding culture with some
cropping activities mainly potatoes for food and barley for fodder. At Oneida Lake, residents are settled
in five counties within the Watershed pursuing a variety of livelihoods including farming and dairy
production. In addition to their daily employment, many residents engage in fishing, gathering, hunting,
orcharding, trapping and so on. However, these activities are not primarily subsistence activities as in
the villages of the Pamir Mountains of Kyrgyzstan or Tajikistan. Finally, the Standing Rock Sioux
Nation in North and South Dakota emerges from a painful history of cultural genocide and forced
migration. The construction of the Oahe Dam destroyed the region’s floodplain forests. The remaining
lands in the Standing Rock encompass cultivated croplands, grasslands, hayfields, and pastures. As
such, the differences among these communities are not a point of departure but rather a moment for
mutual engagement to identify common options and to learn from each other.
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Figure 5.1: Map of the Seven Communities in the Standing Rock Nation where Participants Co-generated Ecological
Calendars. Two-letter codes beneath each community name are used in the Community Knowledge Base.

Standing Rock Sioux Nation

North and South Dakota, United States of America

Context
In our workshops and interviews to develop and validate ecological calendars, participants pointed out
that every community is unique based on its location, history, and traditions. We worked with seven
communities (Figure 5.1) to develop their own ecological calendars that reflect and honor those differences.
Before we present the seven ecological calendars from Standing Rock, we introduce the communities and
highlight some of the unique qualities of their calendars.
Bullhead is in the southern part of Standing Rock, along Rock Creek where it joins the Grand River.
Bullhead’s calendar reflects a wide range of activities related to the local food system, including gathering
plants, gardening, hunting, and livestock husbandry. As can be seen in many other calendars, the first
and last frosts (in the fall and spring, respectively) serve as important cues for several of those activities.
Powwows and memorial rides are included in this calendar, indicating their significance to the community.
Cannon Ball is in the far north of Standing Rock, just south of the Cannonball River where it joins
the Missouri. Many residents of the community were forcibly relocated from their homes along the river
following the completion of the Oahe Dam in 1959. Nevertheless, their ecological calendar includes many
references to rivers and fishing. Other highlights include changes in the timing of hunting (from summer
to fall) as a result of regulations, and attention to the qualities of clouds through the seasons.
Fort Yates is south of Cannon Ball in the northern part of the reservation on a hill overlooking the Missouri
River, which has become an island because of the Oahe Dam. Fort Yates is the largest community in Standing
Rock and the seat of government for the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. Many residents grew up in other parts of
Standing Rock and moved to Fort Yates to work for the tribal government. The ecological calendar, therefore,
incorporates knowledge from multiple communities including details about gardening and raising animals.
Kenel is south of Fort Yates along Highway 1806. Most Elders in Kenel grew up in ‘Old Kenel’, which was
permanently inundated by the Oahe Dam, and relocated to their current community on a hill overlooking
the river. Much of the information in the ecological calendar is from the past, reflecting life before the
dam. In those days, residents of Kenel could more easily cross the Missouri to the Euro-American settler
community of Pollock, South Dakota, which is mentioned frequently in the knowledge base. Finally,
Elders in Kenel assigned seasons to months differently than the other communities, with winter lasting five
months, from November to March.
Little Eagle is in the southern part of Standing Rock along the banks of the Grand River. The river near
Little Eagle is lined by riparian forests, which provide habitat for many of the plants and animals included
in their ecological calendar. The Little Eagle calendar includes Lakota names for many plants because
several fluent speakers participated in our workshops.
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Porcupine is on the northeastern border of Standing Rock, on the south bank of the Cannonball River
directly across from the Euro-American community of Shields, North Dakota. The forests along the river
include many boxelder trees, which are mentioned in the calendar and knowledge base.
Wakpala is in the far southeastern corner of Standing Rock, in a low area where the Oak Creek joins the
Missouri River. As in Cannon Ball and Kenel, many families in Wakpala were relocated from homes along
the Missouri following the completion of the Oahe Dam. The calendar refers to popular activities within
the community including raising and riding horses as well as fishing, and incorporates Lakota names
for most of the months. However, the Elder who provided these names emphasized that families name
months differently according to their knowledge and experience.
The ecological calendars for Standing Rock Sioux Nation are included at the end of this chapter. Please read the
subsequent sections along with the ecological calendars for Standing Rock Sioux Nation (Figures 5.22 - 5.28).

Working with the Ecological Calendar
Season
A season is a period of time identified by criteria established within a community. For example, most
participants identified the season winter (waníyetu) based on cold temperatures and snow. Participants
also use specific dates and months to define seasons. For instance, winter is typically described as starting
in December and ending in February. For the ecological calendars in this community report, seasons are
indicated by colors around the outside of the calendar. English and/or Dakota or Lakota names are included,
depending on the terms that were used by community members during workshops and interviews.
Seasonal event
An event is a phenomenon that occurs at a particular point in time. For example, hearing the sandhill
cranes flying north, going to a basketball playoff game, or visiting the dentist are all events. Seasonal events
are phenomena that take place within a particular period of time. The sandhill cranes fly north in the
spring, and basketball playoffs are usually in the late winter or early spring, so these could be considered
seasonal events. By contrast, a dentist appointment could be scheduled at any time, so we would not
consider it to be a seasonal event. The ecological calendars in this report are comprised of seasonal events.
Events that could occur at any time of year are not included in the calendars.
Seasonal indicator
A seasonal indicator is an event that signifies the beginning or end of a season. Individuals and communities
may use several seasonal indicators to determine that one season has ended, and another has begun. For
example, in Standing Rock there are numerous indicators of spring: the first thunder, the meadowlark
singing, and the blossoming of pasque flowers (known to some
as prairie crocuses). Seasons might begin and end earlier or later
(in terms of months and days) depending on when these events
are observed. For example, in 2016, many participants heard a
meadowlark sing in early March, indicating that spring had come
earlier than usual that year.
Seasonal indicators are marked on the ecological calendars with
a hexagon that contains two colors representing the transition from
one season to the next (Figure 5.2). Blue, green, yellow, and orange Figure 5.2: Legend for Seasonal Indicators
represent winter, spring, summer, and fall (autumn), respectively. in the Standing Rock Ecological
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For example, the icon with blue on the left and green on the right represents a seasonal indicator for spring,
signifying the end of winter and beginning of spring.
Synchrony
A synchrony occurs when two or more events occur at the same time. For instance, some community
members always gather wild onions and prairie turnips (thíŋpsiŋla) together or observe that eagles and
geese migrate north around the same time. In those cases, the two events are marked with two-directional
green arrows pointing to both events on the ecological calendar (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: An Example of Synchrony from the Bullhead Ecological Calendar.

Sequence
A sequence is a series of seasonal events that occur in a particular order. For example, many participants
said that Juneberries ripen before chokecherries, which ripen before wild plums. The timing of these events
may change from year to year, but they consistently occur in the same order. In the ecological calendar,
sequences are identified with an orange arrow beginning with a solid circle that points from one event to
the next, indicating the first occurs before the second (Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: An Example of a Sequence in the Cannon Ball Ecological Calendar.

Cause-and-effect
Sometimes one event is directly responsible for another, either immediately or after a short period of time.
For example, members of some communities say that the first thunder wakes up hibernating animals. In
the ecological calendars, cause-and-effect relationships are indicated by a blue arrow beginning with a
closed triangle that points from the cause to the effect (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5: An Example of a Cause-and-effect Relationship in the Little Eagle Ecological Calendar.

Cues
A cue is a seasonal event that informs the timing of a human activity, usually based on direct observation.
Cues are like cause-and-effect phenomena, but they rely on acting in response to the event. For instance,
many participants harvest buffalo berries after the first frost, because the berries become sweeter and
drop off the bush more easily. If the frost comes earlier than usual, gatherers need to be ready to gather
the buffalo berries. The window of opportunity is limited because birds will start eating the berries as
soon as they are sweet. Another example of a cue was passed down to an Elder from her grandfather, who
explained it is time to plant a garden when the wild roses along the roadsides bloom, as this indicates the
frost is out of the ground.
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Cues are a particularly important part of ecological calendars because they allow communities to
synchronize their livelihood activities with the seasonal events in their habitat, even if those events come
earlier or later in the year. In the ecological calendars, cues are indicated by a purple arrow beginning with
an open circle pointing from the seasonal event to the activity (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6: An Example of a Cue from the Little Eagle Ecological Calendar.

Block
A block is a seasonal event that indicates it is time to stop or finish an activity. In some ways, a block is
the opposite of a cue. For example, members of several communities say they stop gathering red willow
(čhaŋšáša) when thunder returns at the beginning of spring. In the ecological calendars, blocks are indicated
by a red arrow beginning with an open square. The arrow points back from the seasonal event that serves
as a block toward the activity that should be stopped whenever the block occurs (Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7: An Example of a Block in the Wakpala Ecological Calendar.

Predictor
A predictor is a seasonal event that provides information about whether another seasonal event will occur,
or if that season will have a specific character or quality. Predictors are a type of sequence, because one
event provides information about a future event. Predictors differ from cause-and-effect phenomena
because the first event is not responsible for the predicted event. For example, community members in
Wakpala predict it will be a cold winter if they see crows fly south. In the ecological calendars, predictors
are indicated by a blue arrow beginning with an open triangle. The arrow points from the predictor to the
prediction (Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8: An Example of a Predictor in the Wakpala Ecological Calendar.

Other features of the ecological calendars
Seasonal phenomena are said to occur in a season, perhaps in relation
to other phenomena (in which case arrows describe those relations), and
still others are associated with a period on the Gregorian calendar (for
example, the months of July and August). Phenomena associated with a
specific period of time are underlined, with two white arrows pointing
inward to identify the beginning and end of that period. Phenomena
that are associated with a season but not a specific period of time on
the Gregorian calendar are not underlined. In the example from the
Little Eagle ecological calendar, April showers are known to occur in
the Gregorian month of April, whereas planning and fundraising for
powwows could occur at any time in the spring (Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9: An Example from
Little Eagle of a Seasonal Event
Known to Occur at a Specific Time
(April showers, underlined) as
well as One Associated Within a
Season (planning and fundraising
for powwows, not underlined).
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Icons are used to link knowledge related to the plant, animal, or activity in different parts of the
calendar. For example, the Wakpala calendar refers to geese in the spring as well as the fall, so a special icon
for geese is included. The same icons are included in the Community Knowledge Base to follow. However,
no icon is included if a plant, animal, or activity appears in only one season. Subsequently, many of the
entries in the Community Knowledge Base do not include an icon, because they are associated with only
one season in the ecological calendars.
Past phenomena that no longer occur are written in brown type. For example, participants in Cannon
Ball reported that in winters past, their grandparents would lay cedar boughs on the woodstove, which filled
their houses with a pleasant smell. To our knowledge, this activity is no longer practiced, so it is written in
brown on the calendar.

Community Knowledge Base
It is not possible to visualize all of the knowledge shared and documented during workshops and interviews.
This Community Knowledge Base is intended to accompany the seven ecological calendars and provide
additional nuance and insight. It is organized into five sections: seasons, weather, plants, animals, and
human activities. It is meant to serve as a reference, meaning the reader is able to locate information
pertaining to any item on the ecological calendars without reading from start to finish.
The Community Knowledge Base honors the diversity of knowledge among Standing Rock
communities. Each of the seven communities contributed to the knowledge base. Information from
different communities is compiled but not combined in order to showcase similarities and differences
among communities. For example, the entry for Juneberries includes information about the best time to
gather this species, which differs among communities. The reader can see the source of information based
on two-letter codes – one for each community. For example, a sentence followed by ‘LE’ in parentheses
indicates the knowledge came from the community of Little Eagle. In addition, the Community Knowledge
Base includes additional information obtained from other sources, which are cited using footnotes.
There are many reasons why knowledge differs among communities in Standing Rock. First, geographic
location (for example, latitude, elevation, proximity to the Missouri River) affects the timing of seasonal
events in each community. Second, differences reflect the cultural diversity within Standing Rock, which
is home to the Ihaŋkthunwaŋna, Huŋkpatina, Huŋkpapha and Sihasapa of the Western Dakota and
Lakota, other Indigenous nations, Euro-American settlers, and other cultural groups. Many Standing
Rock residents belong to multiple cultural communities; that complexity is reflected in the ecological
calendars and accompanying knowledge base.
Third, Indigenous ecological knowledge has been negatively impacted by colonialist policies of the
U.S. government. Beginning in the 1880s, government agents and church officials began a long-lasting
campaign to assimilate Standing Rock children into ‘mainstream’ society by taking them away to boarding
schools. They were not able to speak their language or spend time on the land with their families. In 1959,
the U.S. federal government completed the Oahe Dam on the Missouri River, one of many dams that
permanently inundated and destroyed riparian forests on tribal lands. Hundreds of families that lived
along the river and relied on the forests were forcibly removed to new communities on the prairie, where
they were required to adapt to an unfamiliar and more challenging way of life. The ecological calendars of
those communities reflect the deep impacts of that traumatic displacement on their knowledge systems, as
well as their resistance and determination to retain their social systems and cultural values.
Finally, the impacts of anthropogenic climate change vary among Standing Rock communities, resulting
in different experiences and knowledge. One purpose of this community report is to exchange knowledge
BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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about climate change among Standing Rock communities, as well as with the other communities in this
book. Building on one another’s knowledge will expand our options to anticipate and respond to the most
complex and pressing challenges of our time.

Seasons
Most communities explained spring begins in March and continues through April and May. One word
for spring is wóžu, a word that refers to planting (LE). In the past, spring lasted from March to May; now,
March is too cold to plant, and spring starts in April or May (KN).
Most communities said summer occurs in June, July and August. One name for summer is wétu (LE),
which is also used for spring.1 Another name for summer is blokétu, which refers to heat (FY). Summer
lasts from June until August (KN).
Most communities said fall (autumn) includes September, October, and November. Fall is ptaŋyétu
(LE) and ptaŋyétu wi refers to the sun turning into a cold region (FY). Fall is in September and October;
November is already winter; fall is short, and winter is long (KN).
As for winter, most communities said it is in December, January, and February. Winter is waníyetu
(LE). In one community, participants describe winter to last from October to March; it is therefore the
longest season (KN).

Weather
Blizzards
Blizzards come in winter (BH), and the end of blizzards is an indicator of spring (FY). The last blizzard of
the year can come as late as May (CB). A blizzard can last for several days (KN), two or three days (BH),
or three to five days (CB), with heavy snow and wind (BH). Community members cannot do anything
but stay inside (BH). During a blizzard there is wind as well as snow so you cannot see (KN). A snowstorm
includes blowing snow, but a blizzard is different because there is a total white-out (CB). During a blizzard
it is difficult to go anywhere (KN). Even a community member with a lot of money and a truck will have
difficulty traveling, because only horses are useful in a blizzard (KN). Blizzards cause a lot of problems
(CB). In the past, if a family ran out of water during a blizzard, they would melt snow to drink (KN).
There were more blizzards in the past (PP). There was a very bad blizzard in 1966 and another in 1990
(KN). Cannon Ball was relocated following the construction of the Oahe Dam in 1959, away from the
shelter of the river valley to the top of a hill. As a result, the community is more vulnerable to wind and
blizzards (CB).
Weather data from 1996 to 2020 indicate blizzards occur between October and April, with the highest
prevalence recorded in December, January, and March. Figure 5.10 illustrates the number of recorded
blizzards in northern and southern Standing Rock (Sioux County, North Dakota and Corson County,
South Dakota, respectively).
Clouds
The clouds in spring are white and fluffy, whereas in mid-summer, there are ‘wind clouds’, a wall of dark
clouds with tall formations on top (CB). ‘Fall clouds’ are grey and cold (CB).
1	
New Lakota Dictionary: Lakȟótiyapi-English, English-Lakȟótiyapi & Incorporating the Dakota Dialects of YanktonYanktonai & Santee-Sisseton, ed. by J. Ullrich (Bloomington, IN: Lakota Language Consortium, 2008).
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Figure 5.10: Occurrence of Blizzards in Standing Rock (1996-2020).2

Fire
Wildfires can occur in spring, summer, or fall, whenever there is a drought (BH).
Flooding
In the spring, melting snow causes rivers and creeks to rise, which results in flooding (KN, WP). It is
important to be prepared for floods (KN). In Porcupine, the river can reach the baseball field and cover
the road (PP). However, if there is not much snow, there is not much of a spring flood (WP). Later, in
June, there is a phenomenon known as June rise when water from the mountains fills all the streams (FY).
In Porcupine, there were bad floods in either 2012 or 2013 that destroyed the bridge above the town
(PP). Porcupine was also flooded out in 1966 (PP). In Wakpala, the most recent flood came soon after the
construction of the Oahe Dam in 1959. The floodwaters were unable to subside because the dam held the
water within the community (WP). In Bullhead, there has not been a flood for some time (BH). When it
floods, some families park on top of hills, while young people tend to go to the casino (BH). In the past,
families used to stay at the bingo hall in McLaughlin during floods (BH).
Weather data from 1996 to 2020 indicate that floods occur between February and October, with the
highest numbers of flooding events recorded in March, April, June, and July. Figure 5.11 shows the number
of flooding events recorded in northern and southern Standing Rock (Sioux County, North Dakota and
Corson County, South Dakota, respectively). Many more flooding events were recorded in the southern
part of Standing Rock, particularly in the spring during March and April as well as in June.
Frost
The last frost generally occurs in May (BH, CB). One participant said “you just know” when it is the
last frost of the spring (LE). Most gardeners wait to plant until the risk of frost has passed (LE). One
Elder recounted her grandfather explaining when the roses along the road bloom, it means “the frost
is out of the ground” and it is safe to plant a garden (LE). Spiders appear outside when the risk of frost
has passed (WP).
2	National Centers for Environmental Information, ‘Climate Data Online’, National Oceanic and Atmosphere Association
<https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/> [accessed 25 August 2021].
BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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Figure 5.11: Occurrence of Floods in Standing Rock (1996-2020).3

A late frost can occur after the chokecherries and wild plums blossom, which prevents them from
producing fruit (LE). If gardeners anticipate a late frost, they cover their plants with milk jugs (LE).
The timing of the first frost varies from year to year (FY). The first frost can arrive in mid-September
(CB), late September (BH, CB, FY, LE), or early October (CB, LE).
Historical data collected at weather stations in Mandan, North Dakota (1914-2020) and Mobridge,
South Dakota (1911-2020) indicate that the first frost occurs in September or early October. In Mandan,
we did not observe a significant change in the date of the first frost (p = 0.099). However, in Mobridge,
the first frost has been arriving significantly later (p=0.001), on average one day later every seven years.
The graphs below (Figure 5.12) show the long-term trend illustrated by a dashed red line, with confidence
interval shaded. They also reveal the 10-year moving average, depicted by a solid blue line.

Figure 5.12: Change in Date of First Frost in Autumn, as Recorded at Local Weather Stations (1911-2020).4

3

National Centers for Environmental Information.

4

National Centers for Environmental Information.
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These historical data also indicated the last frost to occur between mid-April and early June. The
date of the last frost is more variable than that of the first frost. In Mandan there is no significant
trend (p = 0.184) in the date of the last frost. However, in Mobridge, the last frost has been coming
significantly earlier (p=0.005). On average, it arrives one day earlier every ten years. Figure 5.13
shows the long-term trend in a dashed red line, with confidence interval shaded, as well as the 10year moving average in a solid blue line.

Figure 5.13: Change in Date of Last Frost in Spring, as Recorded at Local Weather Stations (1911-2020).5

Ice
The Missouri River freezes before Christmas and thaws at the beginning of spring in March (KN). In
the past, residents of Pollock (a town across the Missouri River from Kenel) would cross the river to
buy goods from the Kenel store and attend dances (KN). Residents of Little Eagle used to harvest ice
from rivers and store it in a big wooden barrel for drinking (LE).
The breakup of ice in rivers, which often results in flooding, is an indicator of spring (BH, CB,
KN, WP). For some Elders, it is the sound of ice breaking, which can sound like a rifle shot, that serves
as an indicator (CB). One Elder remembered hearing the ice break and realizing her family needed to
move their horses back to the right side of the river to prevent them from becoming stranded (WP).
Usually, ice breakup occurs before the birds return, but the timing depends on how much snow has
fallen during the winter (CB). One name for the moon in February is Čháǧa nážužu wí, meaning ‘ice
breaking to pieces moon’ (WP). At the end of April and beginning of May, the river pushes ice up
onto its banks (CB). In 2016, when thousands had gathered to protest the construction of the Dakota
Access Pipeline, residents of Cannon Ball warned that the rising ice threatened the safety of those
camped along the river (CB).
Rain
The first rain, specifically the sound of the first rain, is an indicator of spring (PP). Rain at the
beginning of spring makes the grass turn green (BH). April (BH, WP) and May (WP) are the rainiest
5

National Centers for Environmental Information.

BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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times of year, referred to as April showers (LE) or spring rains (WP). These cause the chokecherries and
wild plums to blossom (LE) as well as the cacti, bluebells, and crocuses to flower (WP). In 2016, there
was less rain (BH, LE), so the chokecherries blossomed later than usual (they had not blossomed by
the time of our workshop on April 7) (LE). Rain also occurs throughout the summer (BH). October is
another rainy time of year (FY, WP).
Historical data collected at weather stations in Mandan, North Dakota (1914-2020) and Mobridge,
South Dakota (1911-2020) indicate the highest precipitation is observed in June. Figure 5.14 shows the
average amount of rainfall per month, comparing the period before 1970 with the period from 1970
to 2020. Although statistical analyses have not revealed significant changes, June appears to have less
rainfall, while the later summer and early autumn (July through October) exhibited increased levels
of precipitation.

Figure 5.14: Change in Monthly Rainfall Recorded at Local Weather Stations.6 Error bars represent one standard error
around the mean.

Snow
It can snow in any month with an R, from September through April, and sometimes even May (LE) and
June (WP). One Elder said when she sweeps the snow from her porch, she notices it has become more
powdery or cotton-like than in the past (LE).
The first snowfall is an indicator of winter (FY). Previously, snow arrived around the time of Halloween,
when families from Wakpala went to Mobridge to trick-or-treat, but now there is rarely snow by Christmas
(WP). In the winter, the height of a spider web on plants indicates how much snow will fall (WP). In the
past, some residents lived in canvas military tents; in the fall and winter they would ‘bank’ or pile dirt or
snow on the sides to make them warmer (LE).
In the spring, snow generally does not fall after the first thunder (LE). The last snow sticks to the
outside walls or windows (LE). The snow melting is an indicator of spring (KN, FY). When it melts, water
comes down from the hills and leads to flooding (PP). When the snow blows over the crocuses (PP) and
when the grass comes out of the snow (KN) are both additional indicators of spring.
Weather data from 1996 to 2020 suggest heavy snows occur between October and May. Figure 5.15
shows the number of heavy snow events recorded in northern and southern Standing Rock (Sioux County,
North Dakota and Corson County, South Dakota, respectively). The number of heavy snow events varies
between the north and south; in the north, there were more heavy snows in December, whereas in the
south, there were very few heavy snows in December and January.
6

National Centers for Environmental Information.
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Figure 5.15: Occurrence of Heavy Snow Events in Standing Rock (1996-2020).7

Historical weather data for Bismarck, North Dakota indicate that the total annual snowfall has increased
from 1886 to 2020. Although there is high variability in the amount of snow falling each year, regression
analysis indicates this trend is statistically significant (p < 0.001). The total amount of snow observed
in Bismarck has increased by one inch every seven years. Historical data for Mobridge, South Dakota
is available for a shorter period (1938 to 2019), and no significant trend is observed (p = 0.304). Figure
5.16 shows the long-term trend illustrated by a dashed red line, with confidence interval shaded. It also
reveals the 10-year moving average, depicted by a solid blue line.

Figure 5.16: Change in Snowfall Recorded at Weather Stations in Bismarck (1886-2020) and Mobridge (1938-2019).8

7

National Centers for Environmental Information.

8

National Centers for Environmental Information.
BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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Storms (general)
Horses, cattle, birds, and other animals can feel a storm coming. Horses will run around acting crazy;
cattle will bunch up and go to low-lying places (for example at the bottom of a valley) (KN). If there is
going to be a storm, ducks stay low, but if it is going to be clear, ducks fly high (WP).
Weather data from 1996 to 2020 indicate that winter storms occur between October and May. Figure
5.17 shows the number of winter storm events recorded in northern and southern Standing Rock (Sioux
County, North Dakota and Corson County, South Dakota, respectively).

Figure 5.17: Occurrence of Winter Storms in Standing Rock (1996-2020).9

Sun
When you see a ring or halo around the sun (referred to by participants as a sundog), it is going to be a
cold day (BH, WP). The days get longer and there is more sunshine in the spring (CB).
Temperature
Warmer temperatures are an indicator of spring (FY, KN). In the spring it is nice out during the day but
cold at night (PP). Some participants said it is always cold in spring; it gets warmer by June (PP). There are
higher temperatures in summer (FY). In August it is hot during the day and cold at night (PP). In the fall
it becomes cold and windy (PP). Winter is characterized by cold temperatures (PP); February is the coldest
time of year (WP).
Thunder and lightning
The year begins with the first thunder in early spring (LE). Thunder returning is one indicator of spring
(WP). Thunder wakes up all the hibernating animals, which serves as another indicator of spring (LE).
The thunder also wakes up the snakes (BH, LE). There is usually no snow after the first thunder (LE).
However, in 2016 when we were conducting the research, there was snow after the first thunder, which
was considered unusual (LE). Some participants said that cottonwood trees attract lightening, and that
lightning strikes spiders in the trees (BH). Other participants explained that thunder is associated with
spiders (WP).

9

National Centers for Environmental Information.
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Tornadoes
Tornadoes occur in the summer (BH). They are black and look like smoke, or white and look like a rope
(BH). They are capable of tearing off roofs and breaking trees (BH). They tend to appear at the same time
as rainstorms and thunderstorms (BH). Some participants said that they seem to be coming closer to their
communities than they did in past. However, others said they are very rare, last seen in their communities
in the 1980s, when there was hail followed by a tornado (BH). Others report seeing funnel clouds that had
not become tornadoes (BH).
Wind
Wind in March is referred to as the March winds (CB) and is an indicator of spring (BH). One Elder
recalled her grandmother explaining a hot summer day followed by a cool wind indicates it is snowing
in the mountains (WP). In the fall it becomes cold and windy (PP). Cannon Ball is vulnerable to wind
because the community was relocated following the construction of the Oahe Dam in 1959, away from
the shelter of the river valley to the top of a hill (CB). Residents of Cannon Ball reported that the winds
now last all year long (CB).

Plants
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa)
There are two crops of alfalfa each year; farmers harvest the first crop of alfalfa around June 1, although if
the field is irrigated it may be ready to harvest sooner (KN).
Apple (Malus sp.)
Apple trees bud in April (CB, WP) and May (WP), after wild plums (WP). In 2016, apples were budding
on April 4 (CB). In general, budding happened one month earlier than usual that year (WP). If there is a
spring storm or late frost after apples have blossomed, they will not produce fruit (WP). Some apples, such
as Granny Smith varieties, are ready to pick in July and August (CB). However, most apples are ready to
harvest in late September (FY). Some apple varieties are sweeter after the first frost (CB).
Asparagus (Asparagus officinalis)
Asparagus grows on its own along fence lines (WP). Some years it is ready to harvest in late April, but
usually between Mother’s Day and Father’s Day, when it is moist and cool outside (WP). One participant
said he harvests asparagus while he is hunting (WP).
Beaver grass (possibly Carex stricta)
Beaver grass is gathered in June, July, and August; it needs to be gathered before it dries (CB). It is used as
a switch during inípi (sweat lodge ceremony); chokecherry branches can be used in its place (CB).
In other parts of the country, beaver grass is a common name for Carex stricta, also known as upright
sedge,10 but needs to be confirmed.
10	USDA-NRCS, ‘PLANTS Profiles’, USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service | Plants Database, 2020
<http://plants.usda.gov> [accessed 15 September 2020].
BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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Bergamot (waštémna or waȟpé waštémna, Monarda sp.)
Waštémna has purple flowers; it is gathered in August (CB).
Bluebells
Bluebells are one of the first wildflowers to blossom, along with crocuses and cacti, usually in April; the
blossoms are short-lived (WP).
Boxelder (čhaŋšúška, Acer negundo)
In February, the snow melts around trees and makes their sap run (PP). In the past, community members
tapped boxelder trees for sap, which they boiled down into syrup (PP). Buds appear on boxelder trees in
April to June (PP). Mushrooms grow on boxelder trees (BH, PP). Some participants said they grow out of
the holes made for sap (PP). You can gather the mushrooms one year after tapping the boxelder tree (PP).
Boxelder sap contains between ¼ and ½ of the sugar found in the sap of sugar maple (Acer saccharum)
trees and has been used as a sweetener by Native American communities since at least the 1800s, most
likely much earlier.11 12
Buffalo berries (maštíŋčaphuté, Shepherdia sp.)
Buffalo berries are gathered after the first frost (BH, CB, FY, KN, LE, PP, WP) and before the first hard
freeze (FY), in August (PP), September (CB, FY, LE, WP), or the first part of October (CB, LE). The
timing of the first frost varies from year-to-year (FY). Some choose to gather buffalo berries at the same
time as chokecherries, in July or August (PP). Buffalo berries are hard to find (WP). They are difficult to
pick because their branches are covered with thorns (WP, PP). Gatherers place a blanket, canvas, or tarp
under the bush and hit it gently with a stick (LE, WP), axe (CB), or shake the whole bush (LE); this way,
gatherers avoid the thorns (CB). After the first frost, the berries are easier to gather (FY), drop more easily
(LE), are sweeter (BH, CB, FY, KN, LE), and less sour (PP) or bitter (WP). Buffalo berries get worms after
the first frost, so one needs to pick them right away (FY). Some years there are a lot of buffalo berries and
other years very few (BH). Some participants said they are ripening one month later than in the past (CB).
They can be used to make good wine (WP).
Beets (pȟaŋǧí šašá, Beta vulgaris)
Beets are ready to harvest in late August or early September, but they are longer and bigger by September
(FY). Once they are harvested, community members often can the beets (FY).
Cactus (uŋkčéla, Opuntia sp.)
Cacti are one of the first plants to blossom in the spring, along with crocuses and bluebells (WP). They
usually blossom in April, and serve as an indicator of spring, even if there is still some snow on the
ground (WP).
In general, most Opuntia species blossom in May through July.13

11	Robert R. Maeglin and Lewis F. Ohmann, ‘Boxelder (Acer Negundo): A Review and Commentary’, Bulletin of the
Torrey Botanical Club, 100.6 (1973), 357 <https://doi.org/10.2307/2484104>.
12	John Kort and Patricia Michiels, ‘Maple Syrup from Manitoba Maple (Acer Negundo L.) on the Canadian Prairies’,
The Forestry Chronicle, 73.3 (1997), 327–30 <https://doi.org/10.5558/tfc73327-3>.
13

USDA-NRCS.
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Cedar (ȟaŋté, Juniperus sp.)
In the past, community members laid cedar boughs on the stove during the winter, which gave off a nice
smell (CB).
Chokecherry (čhaŋpȟá, Prunus virginiana)
Chokecherries are called čhaŋpȟá (FY). Their blossoms are similar to grape blossoms, in that they are
arranged in a cone and droop in long bunches (CB). They blossom in April (LE, WP) during the ‘April
showers’ (LE) or May (WP), either at the same time (LE) or after wild plums (WP). In 2016, when there
was less rain, the chokecherries were expected to blossom later than usual (they had not blossomed by April
7) (LE). If there is a late frost (CB, LE, WP) or a spring storm (WP) after chokecherries have blossomed,
they will not produce fruit.
Chokecherries leaf out in April (CB). Depending on the rain, chokecherries turn red in mid-July
(WP). They turn black when they are ripe, although they may look black when seen from a distance;
when you get closer you see they are red (WP). July is Čhaŋpȟásápa wí, meaning ‘black chokecherry
moon’ (WP). Participants said they gather chokecherries at different times: throughout July (LE, PP), at
the end of July (FY, WP), beginning of August (FY, WP), mid-August (CB, WP), throughout August
(KN, LE), or in the fall (BH). Chokecherries are gathered after Juneberries (WP). One participant gathers
chokecherries around the time of the Little Eagle Powwow, which occurs during the last weekend in July
(FY). One participant joked that she knows the chokecherries are ready when gatherers come around with
5-gallon buckets (BH). Chokecherries are ripening one month later than in the past (CB). There are fewer
chokecherries than in the past (PP). The number of chokecherries varies from year to year (WP).
Participants remembered their parents and grandparents making chokecherry patties to use for wóžapi
in winter (FY). If you break open the seeds, the toxins are released so they are safe to eat (FY). Grinding the
chokecherries with a stone covered with hide removes the pits better than a metal grinder and is easier to use
(WP). The chokecherry patties need to be dried when it is warm, in August (FY, WP) and September (FY), at
the same time as corn (FY), squash (FY), and meat or pápa (FY, WP). To make wóžapi the chokecherry patties
are boiled and strained with a cheesecloth (FY). Eating too many chokecherries can cause constipation (WP).
Chokecherry tips, the ends of the branches, are used to hold open meat as it is dried (LE). Their
branches can be used in place of beaver grass as a switch during inípi (sweat lodge ceremony) (CB). For this
purpose, the branches should be gathered in June through August (CB). The inner bark of chokecherry
stems is prepared as a tea to treat diarrhea; the stems can be gathered at any time of year (WP).
There are toxins in chokecherries, concentrated in the pit, wilted leaves, and new growth, as well as any
parts affected by frost. Toxicity is highest in the spring and summer, and lessens when the fruit is ripe, in
August and September.14
Corn (wagmíza, Zea mays)
Participants said they prepare to plant corn in the beginning of spring (FY). Corn is harvested in August
(FY, LE) or September (LE). If it is going to be dried, corn should be picked when it is slightly ‘milky’
(not fully mature and dry) (PP). Drying corn is part of preparing for winter (PP). Dried corn is called
waštúŋkala (FY, LE). Corn needs to be dried when it is warm, at the same time as chokecherries, squash,
and meat (FY). Corn is dried outside in July (CB), August (CB, FY, LE), September (CB, FY, LE, WP),
and in the fall (CB, PP). It can be dried inside later in the year (LE). Corn and squash are dried on strings;
14

USDA-NRCS.
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both crops are dried at the same time as meat (LE). Some participants remove the kernels from the cob
and spread them out to dry; other dry them on the cob (PP). In the past, drying corn and meat was a task
performed by women (CB). Participants said that when they have finished drying corn, they are grateful
because they have so much food; and others come and ask if they have any for sale (LE).
Cottonwood (wáǧačhaŋ, Populus sp.)
Cottonwood budding is an indicator of spring (CB). Some participants said that cottonwoods attract
lightning, and the lightning strikes spiders in the trees (BH). In the spring, bald eagles, and golden eagles
rest in cottonwood branches as they migrate north (CB). Throughout the summer, cottonwoods make a
hissing sound, described as singing (BH). They drop their seeds in the summer (CB). Wild mushrooms
grow on cottonwood trees (CB). February is Čhaŋnápȟopa wí, meaning ‘moon when trees crack from the
cold’; this is the coldest time of year, and cottonwoods pop loudly because they have soft wood (WP).
Cottonwoods bloom as early as mid-March,15 disperse their seeds in April through June, peaking in
May.16 They are the dominant species in riparian woodlands, which provide habitat for many other species.
As cottonwoods rely on seasonal flooding, their populations along the Missouri River and its tributaries
have declined as floods are prevented by dams.17
Crocus, pasque flower (hokšíčhekpa, Anemone patens)
Prairie crocuses emerge from the snow in March (BH), serving as an indicator of spring (BH, CB, KN,
PP, WP). One participant in Porcupine specified that the snow blowing over the crocuses is an indicator of
spring (PP). Crocuses are one of the first wildflowers to blossom (KN, WP), along with cacti and bluebells,
usually in April. The name of the month for April refers to how crocus flowers resemble a baby’s navel
(WP). They blossom all over the hillsides, like “a big blue rug of flowers”, according to one participant in
Cannon Ball (CB). However, the blossoms are short-lived (WP). Residents of some communities know
how to sew a prairie crocus quilt that tells a story (BH).
Pasque flowers, which are known as crocuses in Standing Rock but are quite different from the crocuses
found in other parts of the United States, are found throughout the Midwest and Canada.18 In general,
they emerge in March through May and bloom in April through August.19
Cucumber (kuŋkúŋ, Cucumis sativus)
Gardeners in Standing Rock harvest and pickle cucumbers in late June and early July (FY).
Elms (Ulmus sp.)
Elm trees bud in April and leaf out by May (WP). In 2016, the Chinese elms were budding in April (BH).
Data collected by citizen scientists indicates elm leaves emerge in April through June, primarily in May.20
15	USA National Phenology Network, ‘Observational Data’ <https://www.usanpn.org/data/observational> [accessed 9
June 2021].
16	Jennifer L. Taylor, ‘Species: Populus Deltoides’, USDA Fire Effects Information System, 2001 <https://www.fs.fed.us/
database/feis/plants/tree/popdel/all.html> [accessed 26 January 2021].
17	Mark A. Rumble and John E. Gobeille, ‘Avian Use of Successional Cottonwood (Populus Deltoides) Woodlands
Along the Middle Missouri River’, The American Midland Naturalist, 152.1 (2004), 165–77 <https://doi.
org/10.1674/0003-0031(2004)152[0165:AUOSCP]2.0.CO;2>.
18

USDA-NRCS.

19

USA National Phenology Network.

20

USA National Phenology Network.
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Flowers (general)
In general, flowers blossoming is an indicator of spring (KN, PP). Some participants said they put out
flowers in May (KN).
Gooseberries (wičhágnaška, Ribes sp.)
Gooseberries are called wičhágnaška in Dakota; they are also called currants in English (PP). In the past,
participants gathered gooseberries in early June (PP) or after Juneberries (BH). The gooseberries were
different colors but all tasted sour (BH). They do not all ripen at the same time, so some will be yellow
while others are black (PP). They grow fast, are sweet, and make good wóžapi (BH). They are also used to
make a pie (PP). Participants in some communities said they are rarely seen anymore (BH).
Grasses (general)
Grass coming out of the snow is an indicator of spring (KN). Rain at the beginning of spring turns the
grass green, the first indicator of spring (BH). The grass turning green in is an indicator of summer (PP).
This is important because the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868 promised the U.S. government would honor
boundaries of the newly established Great Sioux Reservation ‘as long as the grass is green’ (PP).
Buffalo grasses are warm season grasses that come out in mid-June and July, whereas cool season
grasses come out earlier and hot season grasses later (PP).21
Hay needles
One participant said that when the ‘hay needles’ start falling, the prairie turnips are ready to harvest (CB).
The name ‘hay needles’ may refer to ‘needle and thread’ (Hesperostipa comata), but there are many other
species that are referred to as ‘needlegrass’. In the Great Plains, the seeds of H. comata fall in July.22
Irises
Irises come up in April, around the time of Easter (BH).
Juneberries (wípazuk ȟa, Amelanchier sp.)
Juneberries blossom in May, around the time of the last frost (CB). Their blossoms are brighter white
than other trees (CB). In recent years, a late frost comes after the Juneberries have blossomed, preventing
them from bearing fruit (CB). Depending on the community, Juneberries are ripe and ready to be picked
in June (BH, FY, WP), mid-June (CB), the middle and end of June (PP) or the first two weeks in July
(FY). Juneberries are gathered before chokech–erries (WP). If there is more rain, they are ready earlier,
sometimes in May (WP). To gather Juneberries, the weather needs to be dry, without too much wind, but
lots of sun; this usually happens during the second week of June (LE). The size of the berries depends on
the moisture (CB). Wípazukȟa wašté wí is June, meaning ‘good Juneberries moon’; everyone shares this
name (WP). Some participants say that Juneberries are ripening one month later than in the past (CB).
Juneberries are sweet and good to eat (FY). Participants said they are one of their favorite berries (PP).
If you wait too long to harvest, the birds will eat them all up (FY). Participants recalled their parents
21	Most of the territory designated as the Great Sioux Reservation has been illegally taken from the Lakota and Western
Dakota, included the Black Hills, Pahá Sápa.
22	‘Species: Hesperostipa Comata’ <https://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/graminoid/hescom/all.html> [accessed 10
June 2021].
BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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warning them to eat Juneberries slowly or they will cause diarrhea (WP). Juneberries are ‘delicious but
rare’; one participant said that they are no longer found in their district (PP).
Juneberries are known to be resistant to frost. In New York, their fruits ripen in mid-June to July.23
There have been efforts to reestablish Juneberries on the Fort Berthold Reservation in North Dakota.24
Melons (cantaloupe, muskmelon, watermelon)
Cantaloupe is harvested in late September (FY). Muskmelon and watermelon are harvested during the
summer (FY).
Nannyberry (mná, Viburnum lentago)
Nannyberries are called mná, which refers to their smell (CB). Nannyberries blossom late, after chokecherries
(CB). They have white flowers (CB). As with other berries, if there is a late frost after they blossom, they
will not produce fruit (CB). Nannyberries are gathered in July and August (CB). They grow close to the
ground (CB).
In general, nannyberries bloom in May and June and bear fruit in July through September. Their
leaves turn red in the autumn. When cut, the plant will sprout from its roots. Old branches will sometimes
bend toward the ground and take root. Nannyberry can be propagated from cuttings.25
Potato (bló, Solanum tuberosum)
Many participants said they plant potatoes on Good Friday (BH, FY, LE, WP); it is best time to plant
even if the ground is still frozen (LE). One participant remembered their grandfather planting potatoes on
Good Friday because he believed it had positive connotations (WP). Others plant potatoes one week before
Memorial Day (CB) or in June (FY). Potatoes can stay in the ground even if it frosts (CB). They are ready to
harvest in September or October; one Elder remembered traveling to work harvesting potatoes at that time of
year (FY). In the past, potatoes were a major crop because they were the main food during the winter (FY).
Prairie cone flower (Echinacea angustifolia)
Some participants said that they eat echinacea flowers in the spring and roots in the fall (CB).
Prairie turnip (thíŋpsila or thípsiŋna, Psoralea esculenta)
Prairie turnips bloom with purple flowers at the end of May (BH, FY), although in 2016, they were
observed in mid-April because it had not been very cold (BH). Prairie turnips can be harvested in the last
part of May (FY, LE), June (BH, CB, FY, LE, PP, WP) and July (FY, LE, WP). The availability of turnips
depends on moisture; it if is dry, they are available one week earlier (WP). In 2016, one participant said
their son harvested turnips in May (KN). One participant explained when ‘hay needles’ start falling, the
prairie turnips are ready to harvest (CB).
The best time to harvest turnips depends on the rain (WP). If there is no rain, the turnips won’t grow
(LE). However, too much rain before digging turnips will cause them to be soft (cottony or spongy) (LE).
23	Jim Ochterski, ‘Juneberries – They Go Where Blueberries Can’t’, Cornell Small Farms, 2011 <https://smallfarms.
cornell.edu/2011/10/juneberries-they-go-where-blueberries-cant/> [accessed 25 September 2020].
24	Kerry E Hartman, ‘Reestablishing the Juneberry on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation: Cultural, Horticultural,
and Educational Connections’ (unpublished Electronic Theses and Dissertations, South Dakota State University,
2008).
25	‘Viburnum Lentago (Nannyberry) | Native Plants of North America’ <https://www.wildflower.org/plants/result.
php?id_plant=vile> [accessed 25 September 2020].
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The turnips will be pulpy if there is a lot of rain but not enough sun; you need both rain and sun (KN).
Prairie turnips are woody if they are harvested late (FY, PP), for example in July (PP). If it is hot, the turnip
flowers fall off or blow away and it is difficult to find them, which usually happens by the end of July (LE,
PP). Wild onions are available at the same time as prairie turnips (PP).
Turnips should be picked after they seed so that they can reseed themselves (CB). When digging
turnips, the plant needs to be put back in place so it can regenerate (CB). Some choose to break off the
tops and put them back in the hole, upside-down, so that can regrow (BH). However, gatherers refill the
turnip holes so cattle do not break their hooves (BH, LE). Turnips can be braided and hung up to dry right
after they are harvested (LE). They can also be sliced and placed in plastic bags in the freezer; this is easier
because they are difficult to cut after they are dried (LE).
Prairie turnip seeds mature in July and August; at that time, the seed heads will break off and the
seeds will spread. These plants are sensitive to root disturbance, which makes it difficult to transplant or
divide them. Nevertheless, they grow rapidly from seed. Prairie turnips are nutritious, containing more
protein than most tubers. However, they also contain furanocoumarins, a category of chemicals also found
in grapefruit that can have deleterious effects when taken at the same time as certain medications. Cattle
grazing may impact prairie turnip populations.26
Puffball (hokšíčhekpa, fungi)
Puffballs form after crocuses bloom in the beginning of spring; they are used by midwives to treat newborn
babies’ navels (PP).
Pumpkin (wagmúzi, Cucurbita sp.)
Pumpkins are harvested in October (LE).
Red willow (čhaŋšáša, Cornus sericea)
Čhaŋšáša is used in the čhaŋnúŋpa (pipe) during ceremonies (CB). When gathering čhaŋšáša, you leave
tobacco and offer prayers (CB). One can gather red willow after December 21 until the first thunder, or
February 21, whichever comes first (CB). It cannot be taken for ceremonies after there has been thunder,
which comes in the early part of spring, because it has turned green (LE). It needs to be harvested before
the first thunder or lightning, but these days some gatherers are harvesting it at any time (WP).
Red willow is also known as American dogwood or red osier dogwood (both common names for the
same species). Previous research measured seasonal changes in the content of its stems; starches accumulate
in the spring and summer, peaking in October, and then dropping in the winter. By contrast, sugar
content is highest in the winter.27
Rosehips (uŋžíŋžiŋtka, Rosa sp.)
Rosehips are uŋžíŋžiŋtka (BH). They look like small tomatoes (BH). Rosehips are gathered in the summer
(WP) and fall, when the temperatures drop, and children begin getting stomach flu (BH). Rosehips are
both food and medicine (WP) for the stomach (BH). In the past, community members harvested rosehips
26	April Stahnke and others, ‘Prairie Turnip Pediomelum Esculentum (Pursh) Rydb.: Historical and Modern Use,
Propagation, and Management of a New Crop’, Native Plants Journal, 9.1 (2008), 46–58 <https://doi.org/10.2979/
NPJ.2008.9.1.46>.
27	E. N. Ashworth, V. E. Stirm, and J. J. Volenec, ‘Seasonal Variations in Soluble Sugars and Starch within Woody Stems
of Cornus Sericea L.’, Tree Physiology, 13.4 (1993), 379–88 <https://doi.org/10.1093/treephys/13.4.379>.
BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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at the same time as chokecherries and plums (PP). The fruits can be stored through the winter (WP) and
are boiled like tea (BH).
Rosehips are known to be a good source of antioxidants and other nutrients.28
Sage (Artemisia sp.)
Man’s sage is gathered from May to August, before it seeds (CB). You need to dream before you gather it,
and the spirits will tell you how to use it, as is true for all medicinal plants (CB). Plants like sage are cut
rather than pulled up by the roots (CB).
Sandcherries (Prunus besseyi)
Sandcherries are also called snakeberries (BH). Participants said that sandcherries are gathered in the
summer during the powwow season (CB), in the middle or end of June (PP), the middle of August (WP),
around the same time as Juneberries (BH) or the same time as chokecherries (WP). Sandcherries are
gathered from the ground (BH), along the road (PP), on the north side of hills (CB), or in ravines (WP).
In sheltered locations, such as in ravines, they last longer, up until late September or early October (WP).
However, one participant explained they were afraid to pick them in ravines because of snakes (PP). When
gathering sandcherries, you need to approach them from downwind (meaning the wind is blowing toward
you) or they will be bitter (WP). Some community members have not seen them for a long time (PP).
Squash (wagmú, Cucurbita sp.)
Wagmú usually refers to Hubbard squash (LE), but it can refer to other varieties. Hubbard squash is
harvested and dried in August (LE) and September (LE), specifically late September (FY) once the stem
is dry (LE). Buttercup squash is also harvested in August and September (LE). Squash and corn are dried
on strings, at the same time as drying meat (FY, LE) and chokecherry patties (FY). Squash can be dried
inside later in the year (LE). Buttercup squash is usually eaten fresh or cooked for a short time (blanched)
and then frozen (LE).
Strawberries (wažúšteča or wazíškeča, Fragaria sp.)
Strawberries are gathered in the summer (CB), specifically in June (WP). One participant remembered
their mother and sister looking for strawberries during haying time, in July and August (FY). Strawberries
are generally found in wet places (FY), along cutbanks and cliffs (WP). The fruits can grow as large as a
cherry or as small as the end of a pen (WP).
Sunchoke (pȟaŋǧí, Helianthus tuberosus)
Sunchokes, also known as ‘Lakota potatoes’ are harvested in the fall (WP). They can be made into a flour
that doesn’t contain starch, so they are good for diabetics (WP).
Tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum)
Tomatoes are ripe and ready to harvest in August (FY).

28	Huri Ilyasoğlu, ‘Characterization of Rosehip (Rosa Canina L.) Seed and Seed Oil’, International Journal of Food
Properties, 17.7 (2014), 1591–98 <https://doi.org/10.1080/10942912.2013.777075>.
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Trees (general)
Trees budding is an indicator of spring (KN, PP) and generally occurs in April (BH). The month when
leaves turn green is called Čhaŋwápe wí, meaning ‘leaf moon’ (PP).
Leaves turn (change color) in the fall (FY). Leaves falling from the trees is an indicator of fall (CB). The
moon in late August or September is Čhaŋwápe ǧí wí, meaning ‘brown leaf moon’, and the next moon (in
late September or October) is Čhaŋwápe kasná wí, meaning ‘leaves fall moon’ (WP).
In general, there are fewer trees than in the past (PP).
Tulips (Tulipa sp.)
Tulips come up in April, around the time of Easter (BH).
Wild grapes (čhuŋwíyapehe, Vitis sp.)
Depending on the community, wild grapes are gathered in August (FY, WP), September (BH, CB, FY,
LE), the first part of October (CB, LE), early fall (WP), after gathering chokecherries (FY), at the same
time as wild plums (FY), and at the same time as mushrooms (BH). Wild grapes should be gathered
after the first frost (BH, CB, LE, PP) because they taste sweeter (LE). Birds eat wild grapes, so one must
get to them quickly (CB). Some question whether it is necessary to wait for the frost (FY, PP), because
they will dry up or be eaten by the birds (FY). Wild grapes grow along rivers and creeks, but they can be
challenging to find (PP). Some participants said they do not see as many of them as in the past (PP). One
Elder remembered standing on the back of her horse to gather grapes (WP). Before the Oahe Dam, there
used to be grapes by the river in Kenel (KN). Wild grapes and wild mushrooms are usually for sale at the
same time (BH). In 2018, visitors from outside Standing Rock came to buy grapes before they were ripe
(WP). Wild grape flowers are used to treat sunburn (PP).
Wild mint (čheyáka, Mentha sp.)
There are many kinds of wild mint (LE). Both peppermint and spearmint are called čheyáka (CB). Čheyáka
is gathered in June (WP), August (CB, KN, LE), September (WP) and October, although some say it dries
out by October (WP). It is gathered at the same time as chokecherries (KN). One can smell čheyáka from
far away (WP). It goes to seed fast, so it needs to be gathered quickly (LE). It can be dried and stored from
year to year (WP). Čheyáka means ‘let us clean out our kidneys’ (CB).
The most common species of wild grape in the Northern Great Plains is Vitis riparia, or riverbank
grape. In general, this species flowers in May through July, and its fruits ripen in August and September.29
Wild mushrooms
Please note many kinds of mushrooms are toxic, and their consumption can lead to serious illness or
death. Toxic mushrooms may closely resemble those that are edible, so it is important to learn how to
gather mushrooms from someone who is familiar with the mushrooms of the area, as they differ from
place to place.
Participants distinguished three kinds of edible wild mushrooms. The first kind grow on trees and are
called čháŋnákpa; čháŋ means ‘tree’ or ‘wood’ and nákpa means ‘ears’ (LE). Čháŋnákpa grow on boxelders
(BH, WP), cottonwoods (CB), and elms (FY). If it rains a lot in August and September, the čháŋnákpa on
elms become very large (FY). If there are several periods of rain, there may be several crops of čháŋnákpa
29

‘Vitis Riparia’, Plants for a Future <https://pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Vitis+riparia> [accessed 9 June 2021].
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(WP). Čháŋnákpa are gathered at the end of August and beginning of September; if it rains and then
gets hot, they will get wormy (LE). Others gather čháŋnákpa when it starts getting colder, in September,
October, or November (FY). Some say čháŋnákpa should be gathered after the rain but before the first
frost; in 2018, the season for gathering čháŋnákpa ended on October 11, presumably due to the frost (WP).
Community members gather and sell čháŋnákpa at the same time as wild grapes (BH). Gatherers pick
čháŋnákpa along the Grand River and bring them to Cannon Ball (CB). Wild mushrooms can be eaten
fresh, but some choose to dry them (LE), or wash and freeze them (FY) for storage. Participants prepare
čháŋnákpa by frying them with butter (FY).
The second type of mushroom is harvested from alfalfa fields and cattle pastures in May (WP).
According to one participant, if you lift the head and it comes off, it’s poisonous, whereas if the head stays
with body, it is safe to eat (WP). (Note that more knowledge is necessary to determine if a mushroom is
poisonous or edible.)
The third type of mushroom is available in the fall, after the leaves fall and there is a rain (WP). Three
or four days later, the leaves rise (the mushrooms push the leaves off the ground as they grow); one must
get them quickly before they are full of worms (WP).
Wild onion (pšiŋs ʼámna, Allium sp.)
Wild onions are available in May and June (PP, WP), at the same time as prairie turnips (PP). As they have
a strong flavor, they can be used sparingly (WP). There are not as many wild onions now as there were in
the past (PP).
Wild plums (k ȟáŋta, Prunus americana)
In April, the wild plum bushes start to turn grey, indicating they are about to blossom (CB). They blossom in
April (LE, WP) during the April showers (LE), or May (CB, WP), either at the same time as chokecherries
(LE) or before chokecherries blossom (WP); the timing depends on the temperature (CB). According to one
participant, their blossoms are arranged “any which way” and emit a pleasant smell (CB). If there is a late
frost (CB, LE, WP) or a spring storm (WP) after wild plums have blossomed, they will not produce fruit.
Depending on the community, wild plums are gathered throughout July (PP), at the end of July
(FY), beginning of August (FY), throughout August (KN, LE, WP), the beginning of September (LE),
or throughout September (BH, WP). They are gathered either at the same time as chokecherries (PP) or
after chokecherries (BH, CB, FY, WP). In some communities, wild plums and wild grapes are available
at the same time (BH). As it gets cooler, wild plums get sweeter (FY). Participants remove the seeds and
dry them, but do not make patties as they do with chokecherries (WP). Wild plums are also used to make
jelly (FY).
In general, wild plum buds appear in mid-April through late May. Their fruits appear in the beginning
of June and ripen in mid-August through September, as indicated by a bright red color.30
Willow (Salix sp.)
Willow is gathered in the summer; it is used as aspirin (as a painkiller) and to treat diarrhea (WP).
Zucchini (wagmútȟo, Cucurbita pepo)
Zucchini is harvested in August and September (LE). Zucchini is usually eaten fresh or cooked for a short
time (blanched) and then frozen (LE).
30	‘Prunus Americana (American Plum) | Native Plants of North America’ <https://www.wildflower.org/plants/result.
php?id_plant=pram> [accessed 9 June 2021].
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Animals
Animals (general)
Animals shedding their fur is an indicator of spring (FY).
Antelopes (Antilocapra americana)
Although community members hunt antelope, at a certain time of the year the meat tastes sewímna,
meaning it smells like fish and is slimy (FY). Antelope are abundant west of Wakpala (WP).
Research conducted in California in the 1940s found the quality of antelope meat changes through the
seasons.31 The meat was judged to be most tender and desirable in September while the toughness increased
in October after the rut. Antelope meat was found to have higher levels of the thiamine (vitamin B1) and
riboflavin (vitamin B2) than deer, beef, veal, and lamb.
Birds (general)
Birds returning is an indicator of spring (FY, LE, PP). Crows, meadowlarks, and cranes fly north in the
spring (WP).
In the fall, when it starts to get cold and a steam rises from the water, the birds flock up and prepare to
migrate (WP). Birds start ‘bunching up’ to fly south in late September and October; by November, they
are all gone (LE). If crows fly south, it is going to be a cold winter (WP).
‘Snowbirds’ (Elders described them as ‘little baby sparrows’) arrive in the fall and spend the winter
(CB, LE). The arrival of chickadees and snow buntings are indicators for winter; when chickadees arrive,
you know it is going to be cold soon (CB).
Birds are not confused by weather; they know what they are doing (LE). Birds can feel a thunderstorm
or another storm coming (KN).
According to ornithologists, chickadees do not migrate; they move in flocks, but remain in the same
home range throughout the year. Snow buntings migrate to the Arctic in summer and return to the
Standing Rock in late October or November. 32
Boxelder bugs (čhaŋšúška wablúška, Boisea trivittata)
Boxelder bugs come out in late summer and stay through the winter (PP). They seem to be emerging
earlier; in 2016 they were observed in March (PP).
According to researchers at Pennsylvania State University,33 boxelder bugs emerge from hibernation
when the buds on boxelder trees (Acer negundo) begin to open. Boxelder bugs tend to congregate in large
numbers in the fall, and this is when they may enter buildings in search of a place to spend the winter.

31	Bessie B. Cook and others, ‘The Influence of Seasonal and Other Factors on the Acceptability and Food Value of the
Meat of Two Subspecies of California Deer and of Antelope’, Hilgardia, 19.8, 265–84.
32	Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology, ‘All About Birds’, All About Birds, 2021 <https://www.allaboutbirds.org> [accessed
8 June 2021].
33

‘Boxelder Bug’, Penn State Extension <https://extension.psu.edu/boxelder-bug> [accessed 25 January 2021].
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Buffalo, bison (ptéȟčaka, Bison bison)
Buffalo shed their fur in June when it gets warmer (PP). Although they can calve any time of year, they
do not calve every year, either because their previous calves are not yet strong enough or the grass is not
plentiful (PP).
Coots (čhaŋtípaŋ, Fulica americana)
In the past, community members would hunt coots as they migrated north in the spring or south in the
fall (CB). Coots were prepared by packing them in clay and baking them until the clay broke open; the
coots tasted good (CB)!
The breeding range for coots extends from south of the Dakotas into Canada; they migrate through
the Dakotas in large flocks.34
Cows, cattle
Depending on the community, calves are born in late March (FY), April (BH, FY, PP, WP), May (BH),
or after all the storms have passed (BH). Some participants said that calves are born at the time the prairie
chickens dance (FY). Others said that cows give birth during a late snow, which can serve as an indicator
of spring (LE).
In the past, calves were born much earlier, in February (FY). Now, some ranchers who want bigger
calves might have them as early as February (BH), but this requires certain facilities (PP).
Calves are branded and vaccinated in April and May (WP). Cows’ hair starts getting thick in late
September (BH). Cattle can feel a thunderstorm or another storm coming; they will bunch up and go to
low places (KN).
Crickets
Crickets are seen and heard in the end of spring and early summer as well as at the end of the summer (PP).
There are fewer crickets than in the past (PP).
Deer (tȟáȟča, Odocoileus sp.)
Fawns are born in June (BH). They are born with spots (BH). Deer turn rust-colored in the summer and
grey in the fall and winter (LE). Some participants feed deer through the winter (CB).
Dogs (šúŋka, Canis familiaris)
Dogs shed their fur in June when it gets warmer (PP). Dogs’ fur starts getting thick in late September (BH).
Ducks (maǧáksiča)
Ducks returning to Standing Rock is an indicator of spring (LE). In 2016, the ducks came back earlier
than usual, and then a storm in March caused some of them to return south (LE). In the past, community
members hunted ducks in the spring; now ducks are hunted any time before they migrate south (FY). If
there is going to be a storm, ducks stay low, but if it is going to be clear, ducks fly high (WP).
Eagles (waŋblí, golden eagle, Aquila chrysaetos; anúŋk ȟasa ŋ, bald eagle, Haliaeetus leucocephalus)
Both bald eagles and golden eagles migrate through in the spring (CB). For some, eagles migrating is an
indicator of spring (WP). They migrate with geese and feed on the weak ones (WP). They can be seen
34

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.
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resting in the cottonwood trees and hunting prairie dogs (CB). Eagles are observed throughout the year
(PP). In the past, eagles nested where the Sacred Stone Camp was located, on the Cannonball River; now
they are more common in Porcupine, where you can see two or three bald eagles each day (PP). Bald eagles
are more common than golden eagles, although both can be observed (PP). There are also spotted eagles
(which may be juvenile bald or golden eagles) (CB).
Juveniles of both golden and bald eagles can have spots or patches of brown or white.35
Flies
Flies in the windows are an indicator for summer (BH). They often lay their eggs in meat, so participants
wait to dry their meat in August and September, when there are usually fewer flies (LE).
Frogs and toads
Frogs and toads appear after the first rains in the beginning of spring, in puddles along the roads (PP). In
the past some participants caught frogs from the river and used them as bait for fishing (PP).
Geese (maǧá, multiple species)
Geese migrate north in the spring (CB), which can serve as an indicator of spring (BH, PP) or that summer
is coming (WP). Participants begin seeing geese even before they see meadowlarks (WP). Some say the
snow geese are the first to come back in the spring (PP), others say the Canada geese fly north before the
snow geese (WP). Eagles travel with geese and feed on the weak ones (WP). The migrations in 2016 were
unusual because the geese went north, then turned around and went south, then back north again (CB).
The geese go south in the fall at the time of the first snow (LE). They are good indicators of weather
and the best sign of fall. The elders say when the geese fly south in the fall, they knock down the snow.
The word for knocking down the snow is wakahkapi (wa is ‘snow’, kakhapi is ‘knocking down’) (LE). The
snow geese are the first to go south, at the end of fall and beginning of winter, and therefore serve as a good
indicator of winter (PP). Canada geese are not a good indicator because they stay as long as there is open
water (PP). Community members hunt geese during their migrations, and there is no limit on the number
of geese that they are allowed to take (WP).
The four most frequently observed species of geese in Standing Rock include: Canada geese (Branta
canadensis), white-fronted geese (Anser albifrons), snow geese (Chen caerulescens), and Ross’s geese (Chen
rossii). Only Canada geese nest in Standing Rock; the others pass through during migration. Due to their
color, snow geese and Ross’s geese are often called ‘light geese’. Snow geese have two plumage morphs, one
white and one gray or blue, which is sometimes referred to as a ‘blue goose’. Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
Game & Fish sets hunting seasons for geese on tribal land. The season for Canada geese runs between
September and December with a daily limit of 24 geese.36 Hunting season for light geese runs from
February through May with a daily limit of 20 geese.37 The states of North and South Dakota set hunting

35

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.

36	‘Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Game and Fish - Early Fall Canadian Geese’ <http://gameandfish.standingrock.org/datesand-fees/early-fall-canadian-geese/> [accessed 29 January 2021].
37	‘Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Game and Fish - Light Geese’ <http://gameandfish.standingrock.org/dates-and-fees/lightgeese/> [accessed 29 January 2021].
BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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seasons for geese on non-tribal land. Hunting seasons run from September through December or January,
with daily limits range from 3 to unlimited, depending on the species and precise location.38
Grouse (čháŋšiyo and wóšʼiŋyeyela, multiple species)
Grouse are hunted in the fall, as the season is regulated (CB). Grouse go under the snow in the winter
(CB). Adding salt pork to grouse makes it taste good (LE).
Hawks (čhetáŋ, multiple species)
Hawks are seen throughout the year and are considered beautiful (PP).
Red-tailed hawks are one of the most frequently observed birds in Standing Rock. Figure 5.18, based
on citizen science data collected in Standing Rock,39 shows that hawks can be observed most months,
although more frequently between March and October, with the highest number of observations in June.

Figure 5.18: Observations of Red-tailed Hawks in Standing Rock.

Horses (šúŋkawak ȟáŋ, Equus ferus caballus)
Horses do not shed until it gets warm, which usually happens before June (PP). They begin to grow their
winter coat around the time of the first frost, usually in late September (BH). Horses can feel a storm
coming; they will “run around acting crazy”, according to some participants (KN). Horses are bred in May
and take 11 months and 10 days to gestate (WP). If breeding is controlled, foals are born around April 1,
otherwise foaling can occur any time between April and October (WP).

38	‘Goose’ <http://gfp.sd.gov/goose/> [accessed 25 January 2021]; ‘Canada Goose Hunting | North Dakota Game and
Fish’ <https://gf.nd.gov/hunting/canada-geese> [accessed 25 January 2021].
39	Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology, ‘Download Data’, EBird, 2021 <https://ebird.org/data/download> [accessed 9
June 2021].
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Meadowlark (tȟašíyagmuŋka, Sturnella neglecta)
Meadowlarks are the first birds to return to Standing Rock in spring (LE, PP). Seeing a meadowlark is
an indicator of spring for some communities (KN). However, in most it is the meadowlarks’ singing that
indicates the end of winter and beginning of spring (BH, CB, LE, KN, PP, WP), usually in March or April
(WP). When we met with them in 2016, participants reported having heard a meadowlark in early March
(PP, WP, LE), which some considered one month earlier than usual (WP). One Elder who had already
seen a meadowlark told us she had spoken to it in Lakota, saying ‘You’re back!’ (LE). When someone hears
a meadowlark singing, they tell others in their community (BH).
Meadowlarks go south in the fall (LE). When the meadowlarks flock up, they are “making plans” to
migrate, according to some participants (WP).
Meadowlarks are one of the most frequently observed birds in Standing Rock. Figure 5.19, based on
citizen science data collected in Standing Rock,40 shows meadowlarks are observed between March and
early October, with the highest number of observations in June. Male meadowlarks fly up and vocalize
(sing) to claim territory during their breeding season.41

Figure 5.19: Observations of Meadowlarks in Standing Rock.

Nighthawks (píško, Chordeiles minor)
Nighthawks are the last birds to come back in the spring and the first to leave and migrate south (usually
in August) (PP).
Nighthawks migrate a long distance every year,42 most likely effecting their arrival and departure dates
in Standing Rock.
40

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.

41

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.

42

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.

BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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Owls (hiŋháŋ)
Owls are seen throughout the year, but less often than in the past; they seem to be disappearing (PP).
Some participants say that hearing an owl means there is going to be a death in your family (PP). Owls
perch on telephone poles (PP). Some participants do not like owls (PP).
Owls found in Standing Rock are experiencing population declines due to loss of habitat, including
burrowing owls and short-eared owls.43
Pheasants (šiyóša, Phasianus colchicus)
Pheasants mate in April, which means the roosters compete for hens at that time (CB). The pheasants will
nest in roadside ditches in the spring at the same time that baby rabbits are born (BH). Participants pointed
out that in the past, when they cut the grass in the roadside ditches, the pheasants were still nesting, but
more recently baby pheasants are already running around, suggesting they have hatched one month earlier
than before (BH). Pheasants live in thickets in the winter (CB). Some participants feed pheasants through
the winter (CB). Adding salt pork to pheasant makes it taste good (LE).
In Minnesota, about 25% of pheasants nest along roadsides. Pheasants nest for about six weeks
and learn to fly about 7-12 days after they hatch. Mowing grass along roadsides during the nesting or
brood-rearing periods results in the death of many pheasant hens and chicks. Mowing after August 1 is
recommended to enhance pheasant survival.44
Ring-necked pheasants are one of the most frequently observed birds in Standing Rock. Figure 5.20,
based on citizen science data collected in Standing Rock,45 shows that pheasants are observed throughout
the year, although more frequently between April and July, with the highest number of observations in June.

Figure 5.20: Observations of Pheasants in Standing Rock.
43

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.

44	‘Roadsides: Ecological Traps or Opportunities to Provide Habitat?’, Pheasants Forever <https://pheasantsforever.org/
BlogLanding/Blogs/Field-Notes/Roadsides-Ecological-Traps-or-Opportunities-to-Pro.aspx> [accessed 25 January
2021].
45

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.
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Porcupine (pȟahíŋ, Erethizon dorsatum)
Porcupine hair is used to make head roaches (wapȟéša) (LE) and other traditional items. Porcupine quills
are soft in spring and summer and harden in the fall and winter; porcupine hair can be seen standing
straight up at that time (LE). Because they need to be hard to use them, porcupine are hunted or the quills
are collected in fall and winter (LE). The quills are soaked and flattened with fingernails or teeth before
they are used (LE). One Elder shared that whenever a porcupine is killed on the road, her daughter uses a
hard sponge to pick out the quills (LE). In the past, porcupine were hunted or trapped for food; they were
prepared by boiling until the grease was removed (CB).
Prairie chickens (šiyóka, Tympanuchus cupido)
Depending on the community, participants reported that prairie chickens gather to dance (as part of their
courtship) in late March (FY, WP), April (CB, FY, WP), late May (LE), June (LE), and September (FY).
Prairie chickens dancing is an indicator of spring (WP). Some observe prairie chickens dancing at the same
time as calving (FY). In the past, prairie chickens danced from spring until the fall, every morning (WP).
They gather on top of a hill, usually out in the prairie away from people, sometimes for two days (CB).
One participant identified a buffalo pasture where the ground was covered in feathers, suggesting it was
a place where prairie chickens dance (FY). During their dance, the males show off by raising their chests
(CB). The prairie chickens’ dances were the inspiration for the chicken dance at powwows (CB). Prairie
chickens are hunted in the fall as the season is regulated (CB). Participants in Wakpala reported that very
few prairie chickens are observed near their community; they have been replaced by pheasants, the state
bird of South Dakota (WP).
Male prairie chickens tend to return to the same mating area, known as a lek, which they establish and
defend from spring through autumn. Prairie chickens mate from late February through April. A hen may
visit multiple leks to locate a mate.46 Females nest from April through June; they may return to the lek and
renest if the first attempt fails.47 The geographical area where prairie chickens are found is much smaller
than it was in the past.48
Prairie dogs (pispíza or piŋspíŋza, Cynomys sp.)
Prairie dogs are active throughout the year (LE). In the spring, bald and golden eagles hunt prairie dogs as they
migrate north (CB). In the past, prairie dogs were hunted and trapped throughout the year for food (CB).
Rabbits, including cottontails (maštíŋčala, Sylvilagus sp.) and jackrabbits (maštíŋska, Lepus sp.)
Baby rabbits are born in roadside ditches in the spring at the same time that pheasants are nesting and are
often killed when the grass in the ditches is cut (BH). Jackrabbits are grey or brown in the summer and
turn white in the winter (LE). They go out in the hills and flats in the winter (LE). Cottontails retain a grey
coat and live in the forest during the winter (LE).
Rabbits are hunted and snared during the winter (FY, LE). It is possible to grab rabbits from their logs
by their fur; rabbit fur is used to make gloves and moccasins (LE). Cottontails (FY, LE) and jackrabbits
46	SD-GFP, Prairie Grouse Management Plan for South Dakota (Pierre, SD: South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and
Parks, July 2017) <https://gfp.sd.gov/UserDocs/nav/PrairieGrouseManagementPlan.pdf> [accessed 23 October 2020];
SD-GFP.
47	NRCS, Greater Prairie-Chicken (Tympanuchus Cupido) (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2005), p. 12
<https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_010041.pdf> [accessed 23 October 2020].
48

SD-GFP.

BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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(LE) taste better in winter. Whereas it is best to boil jackrabbits, it is better to roast cottontails (LE). Elders
recommend mixing salt pork with your jackrabbit soup to make it taste good (LE).
Studies of commercial rabbit meat production show that many factors influence the quality of rabbit
meat, including diet, processing, storage, as well as adrenaline at time of slaughter.49
Robins (šišóka, Turdus migratorius)
Robins returning is an indicator of spring (CB, KN).
Robins are one of the most frequently observed birds in Standing Rock. Figure 5.21, based on citizen
science data collected in Standing Rock,50 shows robins can be observed in most months, although more
frequently between March and November, with the highest number of observations in June. Robins
remain in their breeding ranges through winter, but spend most of their time roosting in trees where they
are unlikely to be observed.51

Figure 5.21: Observations of Robins in Standing Rock.

Skunk (maká, Mephitis mephitis)
In the past, skunks were trapped and hunted; some participants’ mothers and grandmothers knew how to
remove the skunks’ scent glands and use the oil as a cold remedy by rubbing it on their chest (CB).
Smelt (Osmeridae)
Thousands of smelt, a type of small fish, come up the Missouri River in June or July (CB). During
the smelt run it is possible to catch them using a 5-gallon bucket (CB). Walleye and northern pike
feed on smelt (CB).
49	A Dalle Zotte, ‘Perception of Rabbit Meat Quality and Major Factors Influencing the Rabbit Carcass and Meat
Quality’, Livestock Production Science, 75.1 (2002), 11–32 <https://doi.org/10.1016/S0301-6226(01)00308-6>.
50

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.

51

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.
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Snakes (zuzéča)
The first thunder in early spring wakes up snakes (BH, LE). They generally come out in May or June. It is
important to watch out for rattlesnakes in August, when they are out at night (BH), as well as when gathering
berries (PP). In the fall, when it starts to get cool, snakes warm themselves on pavement (PP). During the
validation workshops in 2018, participants reported there were not as many snakes as usual (PP).
Spiders (iktómi)
Spiders are seen in houses in fall and winter and appear outside in spring when the risk of frost has passed
(WP). There are black and brown types of spiders, including species that bite such as the brown recluse,
which is best to avoid (PP). Some participants said spiders are associated with thunder (WP), and others
said lightning strikes spiders in cottonwood trees (BH).
Turkeys (waglékšuŋ or zizíčha, Meleagris gallopavo)
Turkeys are seen throughout the year; one participant used to see them around Becker Day School (PP).
Turkeys call loudly during their mating season in the spring (WP). In March, hunters get ready for the
spring turkey hunting season by sighting their guns and tuning their four-wheelers (WP). Turkeys go off
by themselves in the fall (BH). The fall turkey hunting season coincides with other birds flocking and
preparing to migrate south (WP). Some participants feed turkeys in the winter (CB).
Wood ticks (tȟaskákpa, Dermacentor variabilis)
Wood ticks usually emerge in April; however, participants in the workshops in 2016 reported they had
come out by March 15 (WP). It is common to find wood ticks on your pets (WP).
Woodpeckers (čhaŋkátotola)
Woodpeckers are an indicator of spring (KN).
Some woodpeckers migrate south during the winter, while some are full-time residents of the
Dakotas.52 Citizen science data from northern South Dakota and southern North Dakota53 shows redbellied woodpeckers (Melanerpes carolinus), pileated woodpeckers (Dryocopus pileatus), downy woodpeckers
(Dryobates pubescens), and hairy woodpeckers (Dryobates villosus) remain throughout the year. In contrast,
yellow-bellied sapsuckers (Sphyrapicus varius) and red-headed woodpeckers (Melanerpes erythrocephalus) are
observed from May through October, indicating these species migrate.

Activities
Allergies
Some participants get allergies at the beginning of spring, which serves as a seasonal indicator (BH).

52

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.

53

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology.

BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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Blue clay
Some participants gather blue clay or mud in the summer (CB). Blue clay is used to treat a variety of
ailments by ingesting it or by using it as an eye pack (CB).
Butchering and drying meat
Participants said they butcher twice each year, once in summer (June) when its warm enough to dry the
meat and once in the fall (October or November) when it is cold enough to freeze the meat (FY). Some
said they avoid butchering animals right after they have consumed wild onions or green grasses because
this may cause the meat to taste bad (PP).
Drying meat is part of preparing for winter; one can dry meat at any time, whenever you kill the
animal (PP). Whenever one obtains meat, it is best to dry it right away (KN). In the past, residents of
Kenel would trade with the people in Powell, located directly across the Missouri River, and if they
received meat and it was hot outside, they would dry the meat before returning home (KN). It is possible
to dry meat starting in July through the fall (CB).
Pápa is dried meat, traditionally prepared from deer or bison (PP). Previously, drying meat and corn
were tasks performed by women (CB). It is necessary to cut the meat into thin slices to prepare for drying.
Some women have learned to cut it so thin that you can see the knife blade through the slice (FY). Longer
pieces are better for drying, but it is challenging not to slip and cut the piece too short (FY). The sliced
meat is hung on poles and covered with netting (FY). Chokecherry tips (the ends of the chokecherry
branches) are used to hold the meat open as it dries (LE). After one side is dried, it is turned around to dry
the other side (LE).
Community members start making pápa in August and September when there are no more flies (LE,
PP, WP); otherwise, flies will lay eggs in the meat (LE). Some participants prefer to make pápa when
it is still hot (in August), while others do it in the fall inside with fans (WP). According to some, pápa
tastes better when it is dried in the sun (PP). Nonetheless, various technologies are used for drying meat,
including dehydrators, ovens, and air-drying, which make it possible to dry meat throughout the year (CB,
WP). Even in the past, woodstoves were used to dry meat; one Elder remembered her grandparents drying
pápa throughout the year on the woodstove (WP).
Canning
Canning is part of preparing for winter, but the timing depends on what food is being canned (PP).
Participants said they can food right after it is harvested, usually in the summer (LE) and fall (BH, KN,
LE). For example, cucumbers are harvested and pickled in late June and early July (FY). Beets are canned
soon after harvest, in late August or early September (FY). However, many community members now
freeze food (such as berries) for storage (BH).
Church activities
After school gets out, there are spiritual and Bible camps (LE). The Virginia Baptists come to Porcupine
for one week at the end July to prepare meals, lead activities, and provide medical supplies; everyone looks
forward to their arrival (PP).
Crafts
Beading, quilting, and quilling is possible throughout the year (LE), but winter is the time when many
participants devote time to beading and sewing to prepare for powwows (BH, CB). Winter is a time to
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sit and work together (CB) and for adults to teach children craft skills (LE). One participant talked about
how it is important for aunties teach younger girls how to sew (CB).
In the past, before the Oahe Dam, there was a ferry that could carry a wagon and team across the river
from Kenel to Pollock to trade beadwork, quilts, and crafts for sugar, flour, coffee, and sometimes meat
(KN). Villagers from Kenel would camp near the trading store for up to a week (KN).
Feelings
Participants said that they associate spring with ‘a good feeling’ because they can finally go outside
after spending much of the winter inside (PP). They are usually excited to ‘get going’ in the spring
(KN). By contrast, participants have negative feelings about the fall because of the challenges they
associate with winter, such as cars not starting and the difficulty of finding a ride (PP). Winter is šíča
and osní (‘bad’ and ‘cold’) (PP). One the other hand, community members are generally kind and
helpful during winter (PP). The winter of 2015/2016 was relatively mild, with ‘spring weather’ (warmer
than usual conditions) (PP).
Firewood
Firewood is collected and chopped throughout the year (LE, CB), whenever it is needed (KN). Some wait
to gather firewood in the fall after the rattlesnakes are gone to avoid encountering them (FY). Previously,
firewood was gathered for the winter in the summer (CB) and fall (BH, CB), specifically in August (FY).
Families had to cut enough firewood to last through the winter (KN). They would pile the wood in the
summer so it had time to dry (CB). Families would visit with each other when they were cutting wood in
the forests along the Missouri River (KN). Some non-Native residents of McLaughlin or Pollock would
need more wood for the winter, so they would trade or buy firewood from Kenel (KN). Similar to hunting,
access to firewood is now regulated, and those without access cannot gather wood at all (BH) or they must
cut it late, in September (FY).
Firewood can be used for cooking throughout the year (FY). Green wood burns slower than dry wood
(CB). Oak and ash generated the most heat, whereas cottonwood burns like paper (quickly, and giving off
little heat) (CB). In the past, everyone burned wood, but now most families use propane (KN). Filling up
your propane tank is important because it is hard to get deliveries in the winter (KN).
Fishing
Participants in most communities said they fish in the summer (CB, FY, KN, LE), while those from
Wakpala specified April through November (WP). The fish mentioned include bluegills (Lepomis
macrochirus, WP), bullheads (Ameiurus sp., FY, WP), catfish (Siluriformes, CB, FY, KN, WP), crappie
(Pomoxis sp., WP), northern pike (Esox lucius, CB, WP), perch (Perca sp., WP), smelt (Osmeridae, CB),
sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus sp., CB), and walleye (Sander vitreus, CB, WP). Participants in Cannon Ball said
they fish for walleye, northern pike and smelt in June and July. Walleye and northern pike feed on smelt,
so after the smelt come up the river, walleye and northern pike are harder to catch (CB). There are three
kinds of catfish: blue catfish, channel catfish, and mud catfish (WP). Catfish are good to eat, including
the eyeballs (CB). There are blue catfish around Little Eagle (WP). Channel catfish are the best for eating
(WP). It is not safe to eat catfish from Bullhead because of the uranium mines (WP). Sturgeon is also good
to eat, including the snouts (CB).
Participants from Wakpala said they go ice fishing from November through April (WP).
BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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Gardening
Some participants said their communities learned to garden from the Mandan and Hidatsa (CB). Fields
are prepared for planting by tilling the soil in the spring when the ground thaws (KN, WP), usually in
May (WP). In Wakpala, because the soil has a high clay content, some gardeners enrich the soil with horse
manure and river water. They mix in the manure before they plant, whereas the river water is applied as
plants grow. Horse manure needs to age before it is applied to the garden, so they let it over winter and
apply it in the spring or fall (WP). Some also use ‘no till’ agricultural practices to build up the soil (WP).
It is important to let the land sit for a couple of weeks after tilling or plowing before planting (WP).
The name of the moon associated with the end of April or May, Wóžupi wi, refers to planting (PP,
WP). While the names of other moons may differ, everyone shares the same name for this moon (WP).
However, gardeners watch the weather to decide when to plant (WP). Some plant gardens in May (BH,
CB, WP) or June (CB, WP). Others make decide when to plant based on the temperature (BH) or the
timing of the last frost (BH, LE, WP). Potatoes and some flowers can be planted before the last frost (BH,
CB). In general, seeds will survive a frost if they are below ground, but not if they have emerged above
ground (WP). Gardeners cover the plants in their gardens with milk jugs if they think there is going to be
a late frost (LE).
Some gardeners say the weather is changing, becoming ‘weird’, and they do not know when to
plant because the timing of the last frost is highly variable (CB). Some say they now wait until the end
of May, often Memorial Day, or early June to plant their gardens (CB). One Elder explained that it is
always safe to plant a garden by the beginning of June, whether planting seeds or transplanting seedlings
from indoors (LE).
One Elder related how her grandfather waited for the wild roses along the roadside to bloom, which
indicated ‘the frost is out of the ground’ and it was safe to plant a garden (LE). Participants from other
communities agreed roses bloom around the time of the last frost, so this could be used as a cue (CB).
Spiders appear outside when the risk of frost has passed (WP), which might be used as another cue.
The soil needs to be moist to plant a garden (CB). When the first plants appear, usually in May,
gardeners start weeding and watering (CB). However, some crops need watering before they appear (CB).
If growing plants under hoop houses, they need to be watered continuously throughout the growing
season (CB). Otherwise, the need to water depends on the rain (CB).
In the past, everyone had a garden and a section of a root cellar they could access with their own key
(KN). An Elder recalled her grandparents storing potatoes, onions, carrots, and squash in their root cellar,
which they relied on in the winter (KN). Nowadays, most community members use freezers rather than
root cellars (KN).
Gathering plants (general)
In late July and August, those who gather berries start getting out their baskets (LE). In general, August is
considered the time for gathering plants; the August moon is Wasútȟuŋ wí, which means ‘ripening moon’
(WP). When the Big Dipper dips, it is time to collect berries (FY). The community members who gather
the most berries are young men in their 40s and early 50s who are looking to sell them to others in their
community (PP). Gatherers must look out for poison ivy, poison oak, and snakes (PP).
Haying, cutting grass
The grass in roadside ditches is cut in spring, at the time when pheasants are nesting and baby rabbits are
born (BH). However, participants have noticed that the time for cutting the grass no longer corresponds
with pheasants nesting; recently the baby pheasants are already running around (BH).
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‘Haying time’ is in July and August (FY). Community members used to put up hay in June or July,
but now it is primarily done in July through September (KN). If there is enough rain, it is possible to
harvest two cuttings; otherwise, there is only one (KN). One participant remembered their mother and
sister looking for strawberries while the hay was cut (FY). Hay can be purchased throughout the year (LE).
Holidays
Valentines’ Day used to be a time to honor couples that have been together for a long time (CB). On
Traditional Memorial Day (May 30), families bring food, such as oranges, to veterans’ graves (BH). The
Battle of Little Bighorn is commemorated on June 25 (FY). Halloween is celebrated on October 31 (PP).
Thanksgiving is celebrated at the end of November (PP). Christmas, celebrated on December 25, is a time
to be together with family (PP).
Horsemanship
Community members ride and race their horses in the summer (KN, LE, WP). There are horse races at the
Left Hand’s ranch south of Kenel (KN, WP) and another associated with the Little Eagle Powwow (WP).
Horse racing is no longer as common around Wakpala as it was in the past (WP).
Memorial rides, also called spirit rides, are organized every year. In May there is a memorial ride called
‘Honoring the Chiefs’, when riders visit the burial sites of Standing Rock’s leaders (BH, WP). In June there
is a ride to Montana to commemorate the Battle of Little Bighorn (WP). In December, the Dakota 38
Ride honors the lives lost at Mankota, Minnesota (WP). The Big Foot Ride begins on December 15, the
day Sitting Bull was murdered, and follows chief Big Foot’s path to Wounded Knee as a tribute to those
massacred by U.S. soldiers on December 29, 1890 (BH, WP).
Hunting
In the past, community members were able to hunt throughout the year (FY, PP), most frequently in the
in the summer (BH) and fall (CB), which is a good time to dry meat (BH, CB). Furthermore, summer
hides (from animals killed in the summer) are lighter and easier to tan (CB). It is still possible for residents
to hunt anytime on their own land, although they should avoid killing pregnant animals in the summer
(BH). However, today hunting is regulated (CB). For example, mule deer and white-tailed deer have the
same hunting season, but different tags are needed (WP). Some participants said official hunting seasons
have ‘displaced’ the timing of hunting (BH).
The official hunting seasons are in the fall (LE). On the reservation, hunting begins one month earlier
and ends one month later than those set by the states of North and South Dakota (PP). Nonetheless, most
community members hunt in the fall (LE), specifically October and November (PP). Deer are hunted
in fall to avoid killing a pregnant doe (WP). By November, the deer already have their young (FY). One
participant said her family hunts before Thanksgiving in November (FY). Hunters avoid making the
animal run to avoid increasing adrenaline in the meat (PP). After a successful hunt, the tradition is to eat
the liver right away, and to dip it in the gall (FY).
Ducks and geese are hunted in the fall, whereas turkeys and pheasants are hunted throughout the
year (WP).
Participants in Cannon Ball remembered how they used to hunt deer and rabbits (cottontails and
jackrabbits) in the winter (CB). There were hunting contests in December, January, and February. After
the contests, the women would sit and pull hides from the rabbits in large washtubs (CB).
A table with hunting seasons for mammals and birds is included as Appendix A.
BH = Bullhead, CB = Cannon Ball, FY = Fort Yates, KN = Kenel, LE = Little Eagle, PP = Porcupine, WP = Wakpala
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Memorial feeds
Memorial feeds are meals held for the community to honor someone who has passed away, usually during
the summer after the person’s passing (LE). Memorial feeds are associated with giveaways which can
include shawls, blankets, pots, pans, and potholders (LE). Preparations for a memorial feed often begin in
winter, including saving up to buy more expensive items like Pendleton blankets (LE).
Planting trees
Trees can be planted in early spring when the ground has thawed but it is still cold (BH). However, trees
are most commonly planted in fall (BH). Trees need to be planted in the same orientation in which they
grew, so it is important to mark them before they are moved from the nursery (BH).
Powwows
Summer is a time of social gatherings and celebrations, including powwows (CB, KN). Powwows are
held throughout the reservation, as well as in Rapid City and other cities in the region (WP). They are
organized from May until September (LE). In the past, Standing Rock’s first powwow took place in Kenel
in May, but one year it was delayed due to several deaths in the community, and ever since it has been
held in June; now the first powwow is in Cannon Ball (LE). The second powwow is in Porcupine, during
the second or third weekend in June (PP). The Doughboy Powwow (in honor of veterans of World War I)
is held on June 28 (BH). The Little Eagle Powwow takes place during the last weekend in July (LE). The
Little Eagle Powwow includes the Monument Celebration, in which veterans’ parade from the powwow
grounds around the monument in Little Eagle. Previously, it was held on July 27, but now it is on the last
weekend in July (LE). The Wakpala Powwow occurs on the third weekend in August (WP). The Bullhead
Powwow is the second-to-last powwow in Standing Rock (BH). The last powwows (of the summer) are at
United Tribes Technical College (LE, PP) and Cheyenne River in September (LE). The Veterans Powwow
is held on November 11 (WP). During the winter there is a mid-winter Powwow at Prairie Knights Casino
and Resort (WP). Schools hold their own powwows in April and May (WP). Community members start
planning and fundraising for powwows in the fall (PP) and spring (LE). There used to be a tradition called
tiopi nazhi where singers would come to a house to honor a family member, and then the family would
donate blankets or food for the powwow (LE).
School
In the fall, students are back to school and concentrating on their grades and sports (PP). They start
getting ready for school in August (LE), and school starts in August or September (BH). Those who attend
boarding schools depart in August (FY) or September (KN) and return in May (FY, KN). In Standing
Rock, the school year ends in May (BH, PP) or June (LE). Graduation is usually in May (BH, PP, WP).
Students take time off from school in the summer (CB).
Seasonal dishes
Some traditional foods are prepared at certain times of the year. Participants in Porcupine talked about
eating tȟaníǧa (tripe) in spring and fall. Farmers give out tripe in the spring, and cattle are often butchered
in the fall, hence tȟaníǧa is available (PP). In the winter, participants in Cannon Ball said they prepare a
soup with prairie turnips, dried corn, and dried meat, including dried intestine (tȟašúpa) and dried kidney
fat (CB). Participants in Fort Yates described a similar winter soup made with prairie turnips, dried corn,
meat, and squash (FY). Another popular winter dish is wóžapi, a fruit pudding prepared from berries
gathered and dried in the summer (WP) or chokecherries that have been dried as patties (FY).
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Sledding
Some community members enjoy sledding in the winter (BH, KN, PP). Children used to ice-skate and
go sledding with toboggans, but using a toboggan is difficult now because there are more fences (BH).
One Elder remembered that her father used to make sleds (KN). Others remembered using the hood of
an old car as a sled, which went surprisingly fast (FY). These days kids are happier to be inside during
the winter (PP).
Social events
In the winter there is more time for social events, including sharing food and eating together (LE).
Parties at schools include bingo tournaments and Valentine’s days celebrations (LE). In recent years
there was an event called ‘Greet the Spring’, which was held in the Black Hills at the beginning of
spring. The Porcupine Residents Organization raised funds for community members to attend (PP).
Elders remember that farther back, dances were organized throughout the year with musicians who
played piano, drums, guitar, and fiddle (KN).
Sports
Community members participate in a variety of sports throughout the year. In the spring, students compete
in track and field, as well as baseball, which is organized at United Tribes Technical College (PP). Road
runs, including sobriety runs, are held in the summer (LE). Most of these races are five or ten kilometers
long, and some of them are associated with powwows (LE). Memorial walks are also organized in the
summer (LE). Some participants enjoy biking in the summer (LE). In the past, summer was the time to
play hand games (also known as moccasin games), which were organized by a men’s society (CB).
In the fall, young people play football and run cross-country (PP). Basketball (LE, PP) and volleyball
(LE) are played in the winter. Basketball season starts in December (WP). Some diehards play basketball
all year (PP).
The Lakota Nation Invitational is an event in Rapid City that lasts three or four days, including a
Lakota language bowl, wrestling, archery, traditional handgames and basketball; all schools from the
Sioux Nation gather for this event (LE).
Storytelling
Winter is a good time for telling stories (LE). Some parents read their children Iktomi stories that teach
them how to overcome challenges in life (BH). They also tell scary stories featuring characters known as
Grey Shawl and Tall Man (BH). However, some participants say that their storytelling traditions cannot
continue because children speak English rather than Lakota (BH).
Sun Dance
Sun Dances are held on the full moons in June, July, and August (CB). Some participants say that when
the “bear comes out of the cave” (referring to the stars), it is Sun Dance season (CB). The Strong Heart
(Čhaŋtétʼ iŋza) Sun Dance is held on the first full moon in July (LE). The full moon was early in 2015
(on July 2) but later in 2016 (on July 19). Elders say the Čhaŋtétʼ iŋza Sun Dance lasts for five days (LE).
However, participants prepare all year round, doing Sun Dance ceremonies every full moon (CB). If the
full moon is not on the weekend, making it difficult to attend, they hold the ceremony three or four days
before or after the full moon so that it falls on the weekend (CB).
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Swimming
Community members swim in the summer (LE), specifically in July and August (KN). In the past, it
was possible to swim in June, but now swimming starts in July because it is colder (KN). Community
members from Bullhead usually swim in stock ponds or at the dam north of town (BH). It used to be safe
to swim everywhere, but now there is more pollution from uranium mines near Grand River, and young
people get sores or sick when they swim (BH). Cows also pollute the water (BH).

Conclusion
The ecological calendars and accompanying Community Knowledge Base bear witness to the rich
ecological knowledge held within Standing Rock communities, particularly Indigenous knowledge of the
timing of seasonal events related to their food and health sovereignty. The calendars and knowledge base
also reveal losses of knowledge, especially in those communities that were forcibly relocated from their
land following the construction of the Oahe Dam. One of the aims of this report is to facilitate knowledge
exchange between communities to revitalize ecological calendars and anticipatory capacity for climate
change. Ultimately, the diversity of Indigenous knowledge within and among communities will enable
them to adapt to unprecedented conditions in accordance with their cultural values.
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Appendix A

Birds

Mammals

Hunting Seasons for Mammals and Birds in Standing Rock, as well as the States of North and South Dakota.
Animal

Standing Rock Nation54 North Dakota55

South Dakota56

bighorn sheep

-

early November to late
December57

early September to late
December58

bison (buffalo)

-

-

late October to mid-January59

bobcat

mid-December to midFebruary

early November to mid-March

late December to mid-February

cottontail (eastern and
desert)

year round

year round

early September to late February

deer

late August to late December

late August to early January

early September to early January

elk

-

early September to early January early September to late October

jackrabbit (white- and
black-tailed)

year round

year round

early September to late February

mountain lion

year round

late August to late March

year round

prairie dog (black-tailed) year round

year round

year round

pronghorn (antelope)

early August to mid-October

late August to late October

late August to late October

Canada goose

mid-September to late
December

mid-August or late September
to early January

early September to midFebruary

ducks (multiple species)

late September to early
December

mid-September to early January mid-September to mid-January

gray partridge

late August to late January

mid-September to early January mid-September to early January

greater prairie chicken

-

-

grouse (sharp-tailed &
ruffed grouse)

late August to late January

mid-September to early January mid-September to early January

light geese (lesser & greater
mid-February to mid-May
snow goose, Ross’s goose)

late September to early January;
late September to early January
late February to mid-March

mid-September to early January

mourning dove

early September to early
November

early September to late
November

early September to early
November

ring-necked pheasant

mid-October to early
December

mid-October to early January

mid-September to late January

turkey

late March to mid-May; early
September to late January

mid-October to early January
and mid-April to mid-March

early November to late January
and mid-April to late May

Notes: This table is not intended to inform hunters of the specific dates for hunting seasons, which change from year to year. Rather
it gives a sense of the times of year for hunting under current regulations. Please refer to more up-to-date information available from
tribal and state agencies (see links in footnotes). ‘Early’ refers to the 1st through 9th day of the month, ‘mid’ to the 10th through
19th day of the month, and ‘late’ to the 20th day through the end of the month. Time periods indicated here combine all types of
hunting (e.g., bow, rifle, musket) and all areas within the tribal or state jurisdiction.
54

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Department of Game and Fish (http://gameandfish.standingrock.org/)

55

North Dakota Department of Game and Fish (https://gf.nd.gov/hunting)

56

South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks (https://gfp.sd.gov/events/keydates/)

57

Limited to areas around the Little Missouri National Grasslands in western North Dakota.

58

Limited to the Black Hills.

59

Limited to Custer State Park in the Black Hills.
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Figure 5.22

Figure 5.23

Figure 5.24

Figure 5.25

Figure 5.26

Figure 5.27

Figure 5.28

Future Directions

As we have demonstrated, the potential to develop ecological calendars exists across differing ecological
and cultural contexts. The diversity of breadth and depth in these community reports is not a point of
departure, but a moment of learning. The idea of ecological calendars is simultaneously universal and
particular. Because of the connectivity that Indigenous and rural people have to their homeland, ecological
calendars are inherently particular as they reflect the specific knowledge of a particular habitat. That
connectivity also makes it universal because communities in different places and in other moments of
time can develop such calendars precisely because of their linkage to their habitat. This is what gives the
ecological calendar its anticipatory and adaptive potential. Where local knowledge has been diminished by
a history of colonialism and injustice as well as the continuing global trend of unchecked industrialization,
there is potential of rebuilding and revitalizing it through collaborative research.
It is our hope that through this report, other communities are inspired to develop their own ecological
calendars. There is a demonstration effect resulting from this project, namely that other Indigenous and nonindigenous communities may also have or are now considering developing their own ecological calendars.
At a dismal moment in human history, where industrial civilization irrespective of its ideological roots in
capitalism, communism, or socialism has undermined the linkage individuals and societies have with their
habitat, the collaborative act of developing such calendars is empowering on several fronts. First, it creates
a heightened awareness of one’s own habitat whether it is urban or rural or some space in between. This
heightened sense, brings forth an understanding of relationships inherent in that ecological space. Therefore,
both the individual and community become conscious of the rhythms of their lands and cognizant of the
consequences of their actions. Second, this exercise of awareness and understanding is the first step to
co-creating an ecological calendar that suits a particular community and their cultural and ecological
context. Third, with such an outlook, human-induced climate change ceases to be simply an overwhelming
global phenomenon, it becomes particular because understanding these changes, anticipating their impacts,
and developing adaptive capacity can be empowering when arising from uniquely place-based knowledge.
Yet a response to climate change demands global commitment and action. That commitment cannot take
place in a vacuum, it must be grounded in the knowledge and reality that is locally informed.
The process that we have described in these reports has been iterative and organic. It is an engagement
that co-created insights through deliberative discussions even while a global pandemic ravaged the planet
and, in some instances, armed conflicts destroyed the lives of people where we work. The very fact of the
commitment of these diverse communities and our research team speaks to the necessity of this work and
its capacity to build a meticulous methodology of hope. Therefore, several more tasks remain.
First, the ecological calendars for the communities in the Pamir Mountains and the Standing Rock
Sioux Nation need to be validated. Given this publication and the intent of having it available electronically
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on the web, means the validation can be achieved more easily. In addition, new insights and ecological
relationships can easily be added.
Second an international conference that brings together scientific, local community, civil society,
and governmental institutions will help strategies for future action, research, and policy formulation.
Such a conference entitled Rhythms of the Land: Indigenous Knowledge, Science, and Thriving Together in a
Changing Climate has been organized for October 2021 at Cornell University.
Third, an effort must be made that the Indigenous and local knowledge that is contained in ecological
calendars is not only communicated but is also revised and revitalized by future generations in their
respective communities. This is most easily achieved through environmental education and curriculum
development not only in the social sciences and humanities but concomitantly in the biophysical sciences.
Climate change knows no disciplinary, geopolitical, or cultural boundaries. Similarly, the response to
understanding and adapting to its impacts must reflect that consciousness.
Fourth, policy in terms of hunting, fishing, farming, herding, or broadly land stewardship must
reflect the insights that communities and researchers are collaboratively reporting through their ecological
awareness and insights. This will have direct impact on regulations for hunting and fishing seasons. In
addition, land use plans, policies, and practices will need to be examined in the context of the changing
climate and in light of specific insights arising from these localized ecological calendars.
Finally, when communities described their ecological relationships, their knowledge, although fractured
by the impact of industrialization and a colonial legacy, was intimate. Descriptions of their habitats did
not separate their presence on the land from other living beings. They were cognizant that they are living
through the environment not from it. There was no separation between mind and body because both exist
because of and within an ecological space. This perspective should give us hope and inspire us to explore
it in our own lives.
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